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There are two simplifying assumptions about the perception of

complex Stimuli, such as speech signals, that must be abandoned. The

first is that, with the exception of a few notable illusions, percep-

tion is veridical. The second is that the perception of a single attri-

bute of a complex stimulus is'invariant under changes in the other

attributes.

An example of the first assumption, pertinent to speech perception,

is that the loudness of a speech signal is linearly related to its

intensity, or that its pitch is linearly related to its fundamental

frequency. Such statements imply that the ,sensory transducers involved

have a linear operating characteristic-ma simple but not very likely

psychophysical law. In fact, the empirical evidence favors a power law

description of sensory process along intensive continua (Stevens, 1958);

in this event, a linear relation between apparent and physical magni-

tudes is a very special case. In the area of speech perception, some

investigators have taken note of the findings of pure tone psychophysics,
e-

such as the tone scale for loudness (Stevens, 1955), and the mel scale

for pitch (Stevens, et al., 1937). It has been suggested, for example,

that the mel scale Might be a more suitable coordinate for the sound

spectrogram than the frequency scale currently in use (Fant, 1960).

There has been considerable reluctance, however, to extrapolate from
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"the psychophysical principles of the perceptions of abstract sounds"

(LelhisZe and Peterson, 1959) to the case of speech signals, and these

principles generally have not been applied.

Allowing that the listener's perception of speech may not be

linearly related to speech parameters, it should be recognized that the

speaker's perception of his own speech, his autophonic output, may be

similarly complex. Furthermore, reception scales and autophonic scales

may be non-linearly related not only to physical magnitude but also to

each other (Lane, et al., 1961). Without a knowledge of these scales,

the total verbal episode presents some curious anomalies. For example,

a subject is asked to faithfully reproduce a disyllable whose segments

have an intensity ratio of ten decibels; he responds reliably with a

stress difference of three decibels. The puzzle is solved when we

realize that the subject can only equate the apparent magnitude of the

stimulus and of his response. Since the subjective scales of speech

loudness and of autophonic level are not the same, the magnitudes

reported equal will not be equal in physical units (Lane, 1961a).

The second assumption cited, that of a one-to-one relation between

parameter and percept, has the following forms apropos of speech per-

ception: the loudness of a speech signal is unaffected by its pitch;

the pitch of a vowel is unaffected by its formant frequencies; etc.

When the terms loudness and intensity, or pitch and fundamental fre-

quency, are used interchangeably, this may be evidence of both assump-

tions, veridicality and invariance of perception, operating in concert.

Students of speech perception have given cursory recognition to the

interaction effects of stimulus parameters observed in pure-tone

psychophysics, such as the relations among intensity and frequency

described by the equal-loudness contours. One author has suggested
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that the design of a speech intensity meter might include a weighting

function, applied to the frequency spectrum of the signal to be

measured, in accordance with equal-loudness data (Fant, 1960). Never-

theless, there has been no systematic effort heretofore to chart the

relations among intensity, fundamental frequency, duration and their

subjective correlates.

.
Figure 1 shows the guidelines for an analysis of a minimal verbal

episode when these simplifying assumptions are qualified. A vowel is

spoken and the subject is requested to repeat it accurately (give an

echoic response). The present discussion is limited to a consideration

of the vowel parameters: sound pressure level (As), duration (Ds), and

fundamental frequency (Ps). The intensity of S's response (Ar) is a

function, first of 411, of the perceived loudness of the stimulus (Asp)

which is, in turn, a function of the stimulus parameters As, Ds, Ps.

The intensity of S's responses may be expected to vary also as a func-

tion of the perceived duration (Dsp) and perceived pitch (Psp) of the

stimulus; these are, of course, also functions of the stimulus para-

meters. Finally, the intensity of S's reponses may depend upon auto-

phonic scales of loudness (Arp), pitch (Prp), and duration (Dr p), each

of which depends, in turn, on response parameters Ar, Pr, and Dr. A

comparable analysis applies to the duration (Dr) and fundamental fre-

quency (Pr) parameters of the matching response. Note that all inter-

action terms have been omitted from this diagram. Fcr example, the

function for As may be expanded: As = g(As, Ds, Ps, As x Ds, As x Ps,

Ds x Ps, As x Ds x Ps) and similarly throughout the analysis. Of course,

many of the variables that magnify the complexity of this a priori

analysis may, on empirical evidence, be neglected without serious error.
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The diagram in Fig. 1. serves to enumerate the psychophysical

functions that must be determined for the prediction and control of a

minimal verbal episode such as that described. The present study

represents first efforts to determine the form and parameters of many

of these functions (those underscored in the diagram). The validity

of these subjective scales is then tested by predicting response para-

meters in the echoic responding situation described above.

Method

Three categories of psychophysical experiments comprise the

research to be reported: (1) Those determining autophonic scales,

i.e., scales of the speaker's perception of his own speech parameters,

(2) those determining reception scales, i.e., the listener's scales of

vowel parameters, and (3) those involving echoic responding, in which

subjective scales are validated by the: rediction of response parameters.

Autophonic scales

(a) Loudness. The scale of autophonic level, employed in the

present study, was reported previously by Lane, et al. (1961) and

obtained by the method of magnitude production (see below).

(b) Duration. The method of magnitude production was employed

(Stevens, 1958) with 10 subjects, serving individually. The subject

was seated In an audiometric room, in front of a microphone, and asked

to produce the vowel phoneme/aiwith moderate loudness and duration. To

the duration of thid.response the experimenter assigned the numerical

value 10. A series of values (2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40) were then named, 12

times each, in irregular order and the speaker was asked to respond to

each with a vocal production of proportionate duration. Vocal

responding was tape recorded (Ampex 300) and, subsequently, each

recorded signal was applied to a calibrated voice-operated relay
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(Kiratel), whose drop-out time was independent of signal amplitude.

The VOR controlled the time interval section of a frequency counter

(Hewlett-Packard 522B), which read the duration of the response by

counting cycles of a 10 kc frequency standard. A parallel printer

(Hewlett-Packard 560A) recorded numerical values.

(c) Pitch. The method of category rating (Stevens, 1958) was

empioyed with nine subjects. The subject was seated in an audiometric

room and asked to produce the vowel/a/with moderate pitch. The trans-

duced signal was sent to a "pitch meter": an array of filters and

switching circuitry suitably arranged to extract the fundamental fre-

quency from this complex vowel sound. The final stage of the pitch

meter was a frequency meter (Hewlett-Packard 500B) that converted the

Sinusoidal input to a d-c signal whose voltage was proportionate to the

input frequency but independent of amplitude. This voltage was applied

to the vertical axis of an oscilloscope, (Tektronics 533) with disabled?*

sweep. Suitale attenuation was introduced so that the reponse with

moderate pitch would just center the point of light on the screen. By

adjusting the circuit attenuation, and then requiring the subject to

center tne light, ten fundamental frequencSes (120, 130, 140...190, 200,

210) were obtained, five times each, in irregular order. After etch

response, S rated his pitch on a seven-point scale. The rating device

was a narrow rectangular box on which were mounted seven buttons, 1/4

inch diameter, spaced at one-inch intervals. A scale number (one

through seven, left to right) was written above each button and above

the left and right extreme buttons the words low and high, respectively,

were also printed. Category ratings were recorded by a multiple events

recorder in parallel with the button-press device.
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(4) Pitch - Amplitude relations. This experiment did not deteOmine

an autophonic scale; it was designed to measure the relation between

pitch and amplitude when the experimenter constrained one parameter

and not the other. Each of ten S's eat in an audiometric room with his

head taped to a headrest, in front of a microphone, VU.neter (Daven)

and pitch meter (described above). The experimenter sat behind the

subject and controlled an attenuator and electronic switch (Grason-

Stuller 829) that sampled S's vocal output. In the pitch measurement

phase of the experiment, S watched the effect of his voice on the

needle of the VU meter, whose scale had been partially obscured, and

his task was to center the pointer on the face of the meter. The experi-

menter controlled the gain in the microphone circuit and thereby deter-

mined the vocal level necessary for centering,Autophonic levels of the

vowel /a/ were required at 5 db intervals over a 15 db range; each

level was produced three times in irregular order. When S maintained

0 VU 1:4db for one second, E triggered the electronic switch, which

permitted a one-second sample of the vocal response to be tape-recorded

(Ampex 300). In the amplitude phase of the experiment, (part two for

five Ss and part one for the other five), S watched the effect of his

voice on a frequency meter whose scale was offset to range from 120 to

220 cps. Five pitch levels, equally spaced over a range of 120 to 220

cps were required three times each in irregular order. When S main-

tained a steady pitch at the value requested, E triggered the switch

and one second of phonation was recorded.

Tape recordings were processed subsequently to determine the

pitch and amplitude of each response. Pitch extraction procedures are

described above. A numerical record of the fundamental frequency was

obtained by sending the selected sinusoid to the "ten period average"
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section of a frequency counter (Hewlett-Packard 522B). The average

duration of the initial ten ptriods of the vocal response was measured

in milliseconds, to two decimals, by the counter and recorded on a

parallel print out. The reciprocal of this datum was taken as an

estimate of the autophonic pitch. The amplitude of each response was

measured by applying the recorded signal to a speech intensity meter.

This device introduced linear, full-wave rectification and then fil-

tering with bandwidth 32 cps, integrating time 11 msec.2 The peak cf

the d-c output waveform was read by a peak meter (Control Devices PTM7)

and recorded by a parallel printer (Hewlett-Packard 560AR).

Reception scale,:

(a) Loudness. The scale of received speech loudness employed in

the present study-was reported previously by Lane (1961) and obtained

by the method of magnitude estimation (see below).

(b) Duration. In order to obtain a subjective scale for vowel

duration, and to determine the effect of the amplitude and fundamental

frequency of the signal on estimated duration, these three stimulus

parameters were incorporated in a three-dimensional experimental design.

The variables and their levels, shown in ri-g_. 2, were: duration (200,

300, 400, 500 msec.) sound pressure level (50, 60, 70, 80db) and funda-

mental frequency (100, 120, 140, 220 cps).

To prepare the stimulus tape recording, four autophonic levels of

the phoneme /a/ were generated at 10 db intervals by one speaker. A

500 msec sample of each was obtained with an electronic switch (Grason-

Stadler 829; rise time 25 msec), controlled by a calibrated interval timer

(Grason-Stadler 471). The fundamental frequency of each of these four

signals, which was determined (# 3 cps) with a sound spectrograph

(Western Electric BTL-2), was 100, 120, 140, and 220 cps. The four
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gated signals were recorded on magnetic tape and then each one was

copied four times, using the electronic switch to obtain sample dura-

tions'of 230, 300, 400 and 500 msec. The 16 recorded signals were then

processed by the intensity meter (supra) and displayed on a recording

oscillograph, which was calibrated so that peak speech intensity could

be read 4%5 db. Using this record as a guide, various amounts of

attenuation were introduced at the output of the playback tape recorder,

so that each of the 16 signals was recorded on a second recorder at 0,

10, 20, and 30 db below zero VU.

The 64 stimuli obtained in this manner were presented in irregu-

lar order in three successive series to each of ten unpracticed

observers. The subject was seated in front of a microphone in an

anechoic chamber; he wore a pair of PDR-10 earphones (mounted in

MX-41/AR cushions) that had flat frequency response (1 2db) from

50-4,000 cps. The tape recorded stimuli were sent to a transistor ear-

phone amplifier with high signal-to-noise ratio and flat frequency

response, and then to S's headset. The playback system was adjusted

so that a 1,000 cps tone, recorded at zero VU, would produce a sound

presture level of 80(db in the earphones (measured with a 6 cc coupler,

calibrated condenser microphone, and Ballantine rms VTVM). Each series

of 64 stimuli began with a 500 msec, 1,00 cps tone recorded at 0 VU that

served as the standard. The experimenter assigned the value "100" to

the apparent duration of this stimulus, and S was instructed to esti-

mate the duration of each subsequent vowel by assigning it a number in

the same proportion to 100 as its apparent duration was to the standard.

(c) Pitch. The category rating procedure used to determine a

scale of autophonic pitch (supra) was also employed in this experiment

to scale received pitch. In order to present stimuli with parameter
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values that sampled systematically a broad range of fundamental and

formant frequencies, complex stimuli were prepared that simulated vowel

sounds. In view of the parameter values of vowel quality reported by

Peterson (1961) and Pant (1960), the following fundamental and first-

and second- iJrmant frequencies were employed: F0, 100, 120, 140, 160,

180, 200; F1, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750; F2, 950, 1250, 1550, 1850,

2150, 2450 (cps). The 216 stimuli generated by all combinations of F0,

F1, and F2 were tape recorded, in random order, in the following manner.

A calibrated oscillator (Hewlett-Packard 200AB) drove a pulse generator

that supplied the fundamental frequency and its harmonics to two filters

(Krohn-Hite 310 AB) arranged in parallel. The filter outputs, corres-

ponding to the first and second formants, were amplified separately so

that F2 was 6 db less (rms voltage) than F1. The "formants" were mixed

and a 250 msec sample with 100 msec rise time was tape recorded. The

stimuli were presented over PDR-8 earphones at approximately 60 db

(SPL) to each of 14 Ss for category ratings of vowel pitch.

Echoic Responding

(a) Pitch matching. The synthetic vowel tape, whose preparation

is described above, was presented to each of five listeners with

instructions to imitate each vowel sound..as accurately as possible,

"paying particular attention to the pitch of the vowel." Tape record-

ings were processed to determine the fundamental frequency of the

matching response as a function of the F0, F1, and F2 parameter values

of the stimuli; pitch measurement procedures are described above.

This pitch matching function was predicted fmm scales of autophonic

and received pitch.

(b) Concurrent matching of loudness, duration, and pitch. A

schematic of the experimental design appears in F i g. 2; the
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preparation of the stimulus tape is described above (duration estimation).

Nine subjects imitated each of the 64 stimuli in the series, which was

presented three times. Each of the 192 x 9 responses was processed to

determine its amplitude, duration, and fundamental frequency; measure-

ment procedures are those described above. Each response parameter

(averaged across subjects and repetitions) may then be plotted as a

function of the relevant stimulus parameter, and this plot may be com-

pared to the predicted matching function based on autophonic and recep-

tion scales.

Results and Discussion

Autophonic and reception scales for the speech parameters ampli-

tude, duration, and fundamental frequency are shown in Figs. 3, 4,

and 5, respectively. Comparison of these psychophysical functions leads

at once to an important generalization: the speaker's perception of

his own speech parameter values grows more rapidly as a function of

stimulus magnitude than the listener's perception of these same param-

eters. It will also be observed that the functions relating physical

to apparent magnitude for the intensive or "prothetic" (Stevens, 1957)

speech parameters, amplitude and duration, are well described by

straight lines in log-log coordinates, in other words, a power law.

Thus, autophonic and received amplitude and duration may be added to

the host of other continua on which psychological magnitude has been

demonstrated to be a power function of the stimulus (Stevens, 1960).

Because the obtained exponent (slope) of the psychophysical function

may be influenced to some extent by the choice of measurement technique,

the slopes fit by least squares to the obtained data (Figs. 3, 4)

should be taken only as an estimate of those values that will prove

most generally descriptive: autophonic amplitude, 1.2; received
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amplitude, 0.4; autophonic duration, 1.6; received duration, 0.9.

Category estimates of autophonic and received pitch (Fig. 5) are

well described by straight lines in semi-log coordinates, in other

words, a logarithmic law. As observed for speech amplitutde and dura-

tion, estimates of autophonic pitch grow more rapidly as a function of

fundamental frequency than estimates of received pitch: the slopes of

the functions relating category estimates (arbitrary zero) to log

relative pitch are 21 and 11, respectively.

The finding that an exponential equation describes pitch percep-

tion is consonant with earlier findings reported by Stevens and

Gallanter (1957) in a summary of research on subjective scales of pure

tone pitch. Stevens (1957) has suggested that pitch may constitute a

metathetic continuum, for which category scales., jn4 scales, and ratio

scales are linearly related. The category estimates of received pitch,

shown as a function of fundamental frequency in F i g. 5, were obtained

in an experiment in which first and second formant frequencieo were

also manipulated systematically. Figure 6 (top) shows that the funda-

mental frequency of the vowel-like sounds played the major role in

determining estimates of pitch but the first and second formants also

had appreciable effects. An analogous experiment, in which the subject

was instructed to imitate rather than estimate the synthetic vowels,

gave comparable results (ri-g. 6, bottom). The formant frequencies

of the vowel stimuli seem to influence the pitch of echoic responses

less, however, than they do numerical estimates of pitch.

A simplified analysis of the mechanics of speech productions sug-

gests that there is an "intrinsic" relation between the pitch and

amplitude of the vocal response. It is generally believed that the

laryngeal tone is produced by the alternating force exerted on the vocal
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folds, initially by the subglottal pressure and then, following the

spread of the folds, by the negative pressure or Bernoulli effect,

caused by the stream of air through the folds. The time for an excur-

sion of the vocal folds may then be related tc their distance of travel

and the velocity of the air stream through the folds by T = d v-1.

Ignoring the elasticity of the folds and the density of air, p = v2

and T = d Ladefoged and McKinney (1962) have reported that the

peak subglottal pressure is related to the sound pressure produced by

p = s067 Then, T = dr1"4. Since the frequency of vibration of

the vocal folds is inversely related to their period, F = s0.34 d'1.

In logarithimic coordinates, the change in pitch effected by a change

in amplitude is then given by: log (F2 /F1) = .34 log (S2/4). The

results of an empirical determination of this relation are shown in

F.is. 7 (filled circles).- The fundamental frequency of the phoneme

/a/, obtained when four autophonic amplitudes were required, grew as

the 0.2 power of the sound pressure produced. Within the error intro-

duced by a simplified analysis and the extrapolation of the Ladefoged-

McKinney results, we may say that the predicted form and exponent of

the pitch-amplitude function has been validated. Figure 7 also shows

the effect on response amplitude when five autophonic pitches were

required. There is some evidence for an increase in response amplitude

over the wide range of pitches employed. Since the subjects were not

instructed in how to produce the required amplitudes and pitch levels,

it may be that the increase in amplitude at the highest pitch levels

reflects S's attempt to "employ" the converse relation described above.

Table I presents parameter values for the vocal response in the

experiment involving echoic responding to vowel stimuli that varied in

amplitude, duration and pitch. The functions relating stimulus to
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response parameters may be predicted from the autophonic and reception

scales governing parameter perception. In general, if two sensory

continua are governed by the equations,

/
1
= m and !2 = 92n

and if the psychological values, /1,and:12, are equated at various

levels, it follows that the stimulus values 91 and 92 should stand in

the realtion,

log 91 = (n/m) log 22

In other words, "cross-modality matches" (Stevens, 1959) should produce

a function that is a straight line in log-log coordinates and has a

slope given by the ratio of the exponents n and m. In the present

experiment, the functions describing echoic responding to stimulus

parameters may be employed, therefore, to validate autophonic and

reception scales obtained earlier.

Figure 8 shows the relation of response to stimulus amplitude

during echoic responding. Since autophonic and reception scales of

perceived vowel amplitude (F ig. 3) are power functions of stimulus

intensity with exponents 1.2 and 0.4 respectively, the predicted

!matching function is a straight line in log-log coordinates with slope

0.3. The means of the data points shown in F..i g. 8 are well fit by a

straight line with the slope 0.33 (method of least squares). It will

be observed that the fundamental frequency of the stimulus has large,

Systematic effects on the amplitude of the matching response. The

third stimulus parameter, duration, had a slight and nonsystematic

effect on response amplitude (Table I).

The relation between response and stimulus duration is depicted in

F J. g . 9. Once again, the matching function is well described by the

predicted power law. However, the obtained slope of 1.0 is not
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predicted by the divergent scales of autophonic and received duration.

The effects of stimulus amplitude and pitch on response duration are

noted in Table I. In general, greater stimulus amplitude or lower

pitch yields an increase in response duration. The effects are

typically small, howeveT, and never exceed 100 msec.

Although cross-modality matching has, in the past, been employed

solely for prothetic continua, the extension to metathetic continua,

such as pitch, appears to be straightforward. Since the autophonic and

reception scales for vowel pitch are logarithmic functions (Fig. 5),

we write:

IA
1 log FA and YR = 11 log FR

In echoic responding, S is instructed to match: YA. = IR

Then, 21 log FA = 11 log FR

and log FA = .52 log FR.

In other words, the predicted pitch matching function is a straight

line in log-log coordinates, with slope 0.52. The validity of this

prediction may be examined, first, in the context of echoic responding

to a single stimulus parameter. Figure 6 shows the pitch of echoic

responses to synthetic vowel stimuli as a function of itheir fundamental

frequency. These data were normalized and plotted in logarithmic coor-

dinates in Figure 10 (filled circles; the data have been shifted 0.1

log units along the ordinate for clarity). It is clear that the pre-

dicted function, based upon the subjective scales for autophonic and

received pitch, provides a close approximation to the obtained matching

function.

When the subject was instructed to match vocally the pitch, dura-

tion and amplitude of vowel stimuli, (unfilled symbols, F i g. 10),

the pitch matching function is essentially the same as in the single-
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observed. Vowel duration had no effect on response pitch (Table I).

The effect of vowel amplitude on response pitch, which may be examined

more readily in F'ig. 11, is expected when we recall that S is con-

currently matching response amplitude to stimulus amplitude and that

autophonic amplitude and pitch covary according to the function F - A0.2

(Ft g. 7). The relation'between log relative stimulus amplitude and

response pitch, shown in F ig 11, is best described by a power func-

tion with exponent 0.04. To obtain the relation between response

pitch and response amplitude, we note that, in this experiment,

log AR = .33 log As.

Since log FR = .04 log As,

by substitution, log FR = .12 log AR.

Thus, the relation between response pitch and response amplitude in

echoic responding may be predicted reasonably well from the generalized

pitch-amplitude function for the vocal response (F i g. 7): log FR = .2 log AR.

Summary

Psychophysical scales are determined for the amplitude, duration

and fundamental frequency parameters of vowels. Numerical estimates

of vowel loudness and of vowel duration grow as a power function of

their respective parameter values, while estimates of pitch are a

logarithmic function of fundamental frequency. A given change in the

amplitude, ddration, or fundamental frequency of a vowel appears greater

to the speaker than to the listener, in other words, autophonic scales

of vowel parameters grow more rapidly as a function of stimulus magni-

tude than do reception scales. When a subject is instructed to match

his vocal response to a vowel stimulus, autophonic and reception scales
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of vowel perception predict the parameters of echoic responding. The

matching function for each stimulus parameter shows some influence of the

other parameters; the largest effect is an increase in response pitch

associated with an increase in stimulus amplitude. This interaction is

predicted quantitatively from a simplified analysis of the mechanics of

the glottal source and from an empirical determination of pitch-amplitude

relations in free responding.
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Footnotes

1. The assistance of Mr. D. R. Brinkman is gratefully acknowledged.

This research was performed pursuant to a contract with the Language

Development Section, U. S. Office of Education.

2. For a discussion of circuit design, see Peterson and McKinney

(1962).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Vowel parameters and their perceptual correlates that determine

parameters of an echoic response. As, Ds, Ps represent the amplitude,

duration, and fundamental frequency parameter values for the stimulus,

while AR, DR, and PR represent those for the autophonic response. The

subscript "p" means perceived magnitude.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of an experimental design used to study

the relations among vowel parameters and vowel perception.

Fig. 3. Autophonic and reception scales for vowel amplitude. The

magnitude production data, shown by filled circles, were taken from Lane

et al. (1961); each point represents the logarithm of the relative mean

amplitude of three responses by each of 24 subjects. The magnitude esti-

mation data, unfilled circles, were taken from Lane (1961); each point

represents the logarithm of the relative mean of four estimates by each of

10 subjects.

Fig. 4. Autophonic and reception scales for vowel duration. Each filled

circle is the logarithm of the relative mean duration of 12 magnitude

productions by each of 10 subjects. Each unfilled circle is the logarithm

of the relative mean of 48 magnitude estimations by each of 10 subjects.

Fig. 5. Autophonic and reception scales for vowel pitch. Each filled

circle is the mean category estimate of five autophonic pitches produced

by each of nine subjects. Each unfilled circle is the mean category estimate

of 36 vowel pitches received by each of 14 subjects.
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Fig. 6. The effect of the fundamental and first- and second-formant

frequencies on the perceived pitch of vowel-like sounds. The means

of 216 pitch estimates by each of 14 subjects (top) and the mean pitch

of 216 echoic responses by each of five subjects (bottom) are plotted

as a function of the fundamental frequency (F0), first formant frequency

(F
1
) and second formant frequency (F2

) of the stimuli.

Fig. 7. The relation of autophonic pitch to autophonic amplitude. Filled

circles: each of ten subjects was required to produce four autophonic

levels of the vowel /a/ three times, in irregular order. The mean fundamental

frequency of the responses at each amplitude was divided by that parameter

value at the lowest amplitude, and the logarithm of this relative mean pitch

was plotted. Unfilled circles: each of ten subjects was required to produce

five pitch levels of the vowel /a/, three times in irregular order. The

mean peak amplitude of the responses at each pitch level was divided by

that parameter value at the lowest pitch level, and the logarithm of this

relative mean amplitude was plotted.

Fig. 8. Echoic responding to vowels: the effect of stimulus amplitude

and pitch on response amplitude. Each point is the mean decibel level of

12 responses by each of nine subjects.

Fig. 9. Echoic responding to vowels: the effect of stimulus duration on

response duration. Each point is the logarithm of the relative mean duration

of 48 responses by each of nine subjects.

Fig. 10. Echoic responding to vowels: the effect of stimulus pitch and
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amplitude on response pitch. Filled circles: each point is the logarithm

of the relative mean pitch of 36 echoic responses by each of 14 subjects,

matching synthetic vowels with constant amplitude and duration. The matching

function predicted from autophonic and reception scales of vowel, pitch-is shown.

Unfilled symbols: each point is the logarithm of the relative mean pitch

of 12 echoic responses by each of nine subjects, matching three vowel

parameters concurrently.

Fig. 11. Echoic responding to vowels: the relation between stimulus

amplitude and response pitch during concurrent matching of three vowel

parameters. Each point ii the logarithm of the relative mean pitch of

12 echoic responses by each of nine subjects.
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THE RELATIONS AMONG RESPONSE RATE, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SCHEDULES OF REINFORCEMENT:

METHODS AND FINDINGS IN AN ANALYSIS OF THE VOCAL OPERANT

Harlan Lane and P. G. Shinkman

The University of Michigan



The relations among response rate, topography, and schedules

of reinforcement: methods and findings in an analysis of the vocal operant

Harlan Lane and P. G. Shinkmanl
Communication Sciences Laboratory

University of Michigan2

Lately, there has been a considerable increase in research in

two heretofore unrelated areas: the rate of emission of vocal operants

(Flanagan et al., 1958; Lane, 1960, 1961; Shearn et al., 1961; Stark-

weather, 1960; Starkweather and Langsley, 1961) and the topographical

properties of non-vocal behavior (Goldberg, 1959; Margulies, 1961;

Millenson et al., 1961; Notterman, 1959; Schaefer and ateinhorst,

1959)3. It has been established, in the first area cited, that the

rates of emission of human and infra-human vocal responses are amenable

to reinforcement control. The second area of research has shown that

there are systematic functional relations among response topography,

response rate, and contingencies of reinforcement. It has not been

known to what extent these relations apply to vocal behavior.

There is a certain irony, therefore, in observing that the vocal

response may be preferred, on several counts, to any other operant

for an inquiry into the topographical properties of operant behavior

in general. Unlike many other operants, whose muscular constituents

are relatively inaccessible for measurement, "the complex muscular

responses of vocal behavior affect the verbal environment by producing

audible 'speech'. This is a much more accessible datum" (Skinner, 1957).

The usefulness of this datum is predicated on the substantial evidence

(Fant, 1960) that changes in the complex muscular responses of vocal
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behavior are closely correlated with changes in the less numerous

acoustic parameters of speech. The facility of measuring the vocal

response is enhanced by the availability of advanced instrumentation

for the storage and measurement of acoustic signals. An interest in

vocal behavior within related disciplines has lead, moreover, to a

degree of sophistication in parameter portrayal which surpasses that

for any other operant.

Aside from the role that vocal topography may play as a vehicle

for a more general inquiry, it would seem to warrant research in its

own right. In the prediction and control of vocal behavior, we often

must deal with a single instance of the operant. In this case, fre-

quency of emission cannot be employed as an index of "response strength"

and interest centers upon such topographical or intensive properties of

the response as amplitude, pitch, and duration.

A consideration of methods for measuring vocal topography and

an inqui' into its relation, on the one hand, to vocal rate and,

on the other, to non-vocal topography would seem to be in order.

Method

The relation of measurement _parameters to vocal topography. It was

not desirable in the present research to define the response under

study as the closure of a voice-operated relay when suitably

juxtaposed with a subject, because interest centered on the sub-

classes of this operant. Alternatively, the response could have

been defined as some voltage function of time, but a more general
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and useful definition would be in terms of the acoustic signal radiated

from the subject's mouth. This vocal response, or acoustic event, may

be represented by a large number of parameters; the following were

selected in the present study: peak average amplitude, mean duration

of the initial ten periods of the fundamental frequency, and duration

of the total acoustic event. These parameters are neither exhaustive

nor independent. Although the choice of response parameters may be

determined eventually by the degree to which they show systematic

relation to experimental variables, it was made initially in view of

their relation to the speech production mechanism. To a large extent,

the speech pressure function of time is predictable from the configura-

tion of the vocal source and tract; the converse is also true (Delattre,

1951).

(1) Peak average amplitude. It is generally thought that the

laryngeal tone is produced by the alternating force exerted on the

vocal folds, initially by the subglottal pressure and then, following

the spread of the folds, by the negative pressure or Bernoulli effect,

caused by the stream of air through the folds. The major determinant

of the peak average amplitude (hereafter called amplitude) is the peak

subglottal pressure which, in man, is caused by the contraction of the

respiratory muscles. Ladefoged and McKinney (1962) report that the

sound pressure level of sustained vowels is proportionate to the

corresponding subglottal pressure to the 1.5 power.

The pulsating airflow through the glottis is a saw-tooth shaped

periodic time function which can be expressed as a harmonic spectrum,

according to the Fourier transform. The vocal tract above the glottis
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may be considered a variable filter system. Its effects are repre-

sented by multiplying the amplitude of each harmonic of the source

spectrum by the gain factor of the filter function at each frequency.

The resultant spectrum envelope is the Fourier transform of the

pressure function of time radiated from S's mouth. It should be clear,

therefore, that the amplitude of the vocal response is determined not

only by the subglottal pressure but also by changes in the spectrum of

the glottal waveform such as would be caused by a change in the elasticity

of the vocal folds, and by changes in the vocal tract filter system,

caused by a change in the positions of the articulators. Thus, pitch

and vowel quality also influence amplitude.

In order to measure the amplitude of the vocal response, the

pressure function of time was transduced by a calibrated dynamic

microphone (Altec 633A) and tape recorded (Ampex 300). The recorded

signal was applied to an intensity meter
4

that, first of all, introduced

full-wave linear rectification. Such a signal has a high information

rate which must be reduced for parametric representation; typically,

a filter with bandwidth less than that of the original wave is employed.

The cutoff frequency must be low enough to attenuate the ripple components

due to the quasi-periodic voice source, but high enough to permit

accurate measurements of speech transients. A bandwidth of 32 cps

was employed (11 msec integrating time) for human voice measurements

and one of 150 cps (2 msec integrating time) for chick voice measure-

ments. The meter had linear amplitude compression and no pre-filtering.

Its output was applied to a d-c amplifier with flat frequency response

(Krohn-Hite DCA -l0R) and theuc' to a peak reading voltmeter (Control
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Devices PM-7-R). This device read and stored the peak of the average

amplitude function of tine and applied a proportionate voltage to a

d-c VTVM (Hewlett-Packard 405CR), which, in turn, encoded the impressed

signal and transferred the information to a printout counter (Hewlett-

Packard 560AR). The counter recorded the voltage (to three digits) and

cleared the peak meter. It was not necessary for the present study to

calibrate the measurement system with respect to sound pressure levels

at the source. The units of response amplitude are arbitrary, therefore,

and only relative values are considered.

(2) Fundamental frequency. Changes in the fundamental frequency

of the voice (often called vocal pitch) are determined primarily by

the degree of contraction of the thryo-aretenoid muscles, which regulate

the elasticity of the glottal margins, and secondarily by the subglottal

pressure.

A simplified analysis of the mechanics of the sound source

described above suggests that the period of the laryngeal tone (or

excursion of the vocal folds) is inversely proportional to the square

root of the subglottal pressure, in the absence of any compensatory

adjustment of the vocal folds. A psychophysical determination of this

relation showed that the relative frequency was proportional to the 0.2

power of the relative amplitude (Lane, 1962). These two parameters

of the vocal response may normally be expected to covary, therefore.

The fundamental frequency may also be influenced by major constrictions

in the vocal tract; this is not of concern in the present study where

the vocal response was a vowel.

In human phonation, the fundamental frequency may be considered
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a population parameter inferred from a distribution of ample period

durations of the laryngeal tone; this because of the ,quasi-periodic

vibration of the vocal folds. In chick phonation, the concept of a

fundamental frequency is particularly inappropriate since the period

of vibration of the tympanic membranes in the syrinx is constantly

changing (see Fig. 1). Although the term fundamental frequency is

used in the present study, it should be understood that the mean

duration of the initial ten periods was measured and then converted

to cycles per second. The fundamental frequency was selected from the

complex speech wave by applying the tape-recorded signal to two band-

pass filters in series (Krohn-Hite 310 AB; 48 db/octave). The filter

settings were determined initially by spectrographic analysis (Western

Electric BTL 2) and then adjusted to provide better than 30 db rejection

of the first harmonic. The filtered signal was sent to the "ten period

average" circuit of a frequency counter (Hewlett-Packard 522 B). The

mean period was read in milliseconds to two decimal places and recorded

by a parallel printer (Hewlett-Packard 560 A). Figu-e 1 shows that the

ten period average reflects the fundamental frequency reasonably well

for Inman vocal responses during CRF but poorly under the other conditions

of the experiment. Information reduction was bought at the cost of

omitting other marked changes in the topography of the vocal response.

(3) Duration. The duration of the vocal response was measured

from ..he tape-recorded signal by a calibrated voice-operated relay.

(Miratel). This device consists essentially of an amplifier, full

wave rectifier, peak regulator, and a relay. Although the circuit

design of this and other VOR's incorporates a peak regulator to provide
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drop -out time independent of signal level, this condition holds only

for waveforms of relatively rapid rise-decay times. In the voicing

of isolated vowels, the rise time may exceed ten per cent of the vowel

duration. The measured duration of a signal with a triangular waveform

will depend on the relation of signal amplitude to VOR threshold. If

signal duration is to be measured independent of amplitude fluctuations,

input signals must be processed with a fast-acting automatic volume

control, or extensively peak clipped, or some equivalent operation.

In the present study, the input signals were amplified to near maximum

input level and the VOR threshold level was set 33 db below. When the

VOR was operated, the relayed applied a d-c voltage to the trigger

circuit of the time interval section of a frequency counter (Hewlett-

Packard 522B). The duration was read in milliseconds by the counter and

recorded by the parallel printer.

(4) Rate of responding. A voice-operated relay was also employed

to provide a cumulative record of the number of responses as a function

of time. These data were collected during the experimental session by

applying the transduced acoustic signal to the VOR. This device triggered

a monostable multivibrator that provided a pulse of fixed duration to a

Gerbrand's cumulative recorder. It is important to note that the VOR

threshold was set: sufficiently low to respond to all voiced signals.

Examination of concurrent tape recordings revealed that "false counts"

due to non-vowel sounds (coughs and the like) were sufficiently infrequent.

Sub tcts. Ss were two male and seven female University of Michigan

undergraduates and one chick.
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Apparatus and procedure.

(1) Human. A modification of Holland's procedure (1957) for the

study of obse-ving behavior was used. S sat in a sound-insulated

chamber, facing a dynamic microphone (Altec, 633A), with her head

fastened in a headrest, to insure that the distance from mouth to

microphone remained constant throughout the experlment. A loudspeaker

was located behind S's chair. Pencil and paper were presented and

the following instructions read:

"This is an experiment in speech. You will hear

numbers read to you over the loudspeaker in groups of

about five or six. Each time a group of numbers is read,

your job is to write down the numbers in a row of cells

on your response sheet. Start a new row for every group of

numbers. Numbers are presented only when you say /u/ intc

the microphone in front of you. Try not to make any other

sounds at all, as this may disturb the experiment. The

object is to see how many numbers you are able to write

down correctly during the experiment, which will last about

three [two] hours. Try and stay in the position the experi-

menter puts you in, throughout the experiment. Are there

any questions? The experiment will begin a few seconds after

I leave the room."

(Questions were answered by repeating the instructions.)

Recording and control apparatus were located in an adjacent room

and arranged in the following way. The subject's vocal responses were

transduced, sent to a tape recorder (Ampex 300), and also to a
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voice- operated relay (Miratel) governing the reinforcement circuit. A

second tape recorder Mier III), which ran continuously during the

experiment, contained a tape on which random numbers had been recorded

at intervals of about one second. Reinforcement occured when a DPDT

electronic switch (Grason-Stadler 8215119) closed for 6.25 seconds,

allowing the Uher output to reach the loudspeaker located behind S

and, at the same time, disconnecting the microphone in front of S.

There were two experimental conditions. In the first,.which lasted

about three hours, S was given 15 minutes of continuous reinforcement

(CRF), followed by 40 reinforcements on a variable-interval schedie

(VI), followed by 73 minutes of extinction (EXT). In the VI schedule

of reinforcement there were eight intervals each of 16, 32, 64,128, 256

seconds in random order. The second experimental condition, which lasted

about two hours, was identical to the first, except that CRF was extended

beyond the initial 15 minutes to include 40 additional reinforcements,

which repl.ceA the VI reinforcements of condition 1.

Six Ss served in condition 1 (CRF-VI-EXT) of the experiment and

three Ss in condition 2 (CRF-CRF-EXT). An analysis of response topography

was performed for two Ss from each group.

(2) Chick. The experimental procedure for the month-old Bantam

chick was comparable to that for the humadsubjects. No instructions

were necessary, however; a convenient vocal response was observed to

have a high operant level (2/sec) in the experimental space (modified

pigeon chamber). To eliminate the noise generated by pecking, etc.,

which triggered VOR, most of the surfaces of the chamber were

covered with a tough-ekinned foam rubber while the remainder, including
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the food bin and water cup, were coated with room-temperature vulcanizing

rubber. A light source and photocell were arranged opposite each other

in the walls of the food bin and a dynamic microphone was placed just

above the bin, adjacent to the magazine light. The chick was conditioned

with food reinforcement to hold his head in the bin, thus interrupting

the light beam, during the course of the experiment. It was possible,

therefore, to arrange and monitor that the chick's head was in a narrowly

defined region around the microphone, and to reduce in this way an artifact

in amplitude measurements of the vocal response.

The chick was 24 hours food-deprived and at about 80 per cent of

free feeding weight, determined five days before, when placed in the

chamber on each of three experimental days. On day 1, 15 minutes of

CRF was programmed: each vocal response produced four seconds of

food reinforcement (Wirthmore Chick Crumbles). Responses occuring

during the reinforcement cycle, however, had no effect. On day 2,

the same VI schedule of reinforcement employed with the human subjects

was programmed for the chick. On day 3, four VI reinforcements were

presented and then extinction was in effect for one hour. Cumulative

records and tape recordings were collected during the experimental

sessions and analyzed subsequently in the manner described above.

Results and Discussion

The cumulative records obtained from nine human Ss and one chick

under the two reinforcement sequences (CRF-VI-EXT and CRF-CRF-EXT) are

shown in Figs. 2 through 5. The rates of vocal responding by the four
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Ss whose data were selected for an analysis of response topography are

presented in Fig.-2. In the first VI interval, comparable to the

first 256 secs of EXT for Ss 3 and 4, all Ss show a rapid decline in

rate with about the same time course. Following the first reinforcement

under the VI schedule, there is a rapid local, and gradual overall,

increase in the rate of responding by Ss 1 and 2. These Ss received

as many reinforcements prior to EXT as Ss 3 and 4 but their history

of VI conditioning lead to a much higher rate of responding in EXT.

Inference from the rates of responding observed for Ss 1 and 2

when the session was terminated suggests that a number of additional

responses would have been observed with prolonged extinction. The

extinction session was considerably prolonged for S5 (Fig. 3), con-

trary to the instructions that were read. The subject was left un-

disturbed in the closed audiometric room from the beginning of CRF,

when his head was taped to the headrest, until 13 hours later, when the

session was terminated and the tape removed. Following 117 reinforce-

ments in CRF and 60 reinforcements in VI, S5 emitted over 8,000

responses in 11 hours of extinction (Table I). This considerable

"resistance to extinction" is characteristic of operant behavior

following VI conditioning. The time course of extinction for S5

is similar to that obtained from pigeons in extinction after VI

conditioning (Ferster and Skinner, 1957, p. 348 ff). Figure 4

presents cumulative records obtained under the two experimental

conditions for four additional human Ss. The data for S6 and Si

are comparable to those reported earlier: S8 shows a particularly

low rate during VI reinforcement and a correspondingly low rate
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during EXT. The cumulative record for S9 has an unexplained dis-

continuity after 20 minutes of extinction. The rates of vocal

responding obtained from the chick (Fig. 5) under CRF, VI and EXT

schedules of reinforcement have the same relative properties as

those of the human Ss but are higher overall (Table I).

Three parameters of the topography of the vocal response were

recorded concurrently and analyzed for four human subjects and one

chick. Table I presents the mean and variance of the amplitude,

duration and fundamental frequency of reinforced responses in CRF and

VI and unrlinforced responses in EXT. These data lose their dimensionality

but are more comparable when normalized with respect to parameter values

under CRF. Table II presents the ratio of the parameter values obtained

from each S under VI, CRF and EXT to the corresponding values obtained

during the initial 15 minutes of CRF.

An important relation between the schedules of reinforcement

employed and their effects on response topography is immediately

apparent from Table II. All the parameter ratios _n Column I are

appreciably greater than 1.0. This means that the mean and variance

of all three parameters are greater for reinforced responses in VI

than for reinforced responses in CRF. Comparable findings have been

obtained by Millenson et al. (1961) for the duration of bar-press in

the rat during periodic reinforcement: "When rats are exposed to FI

contingencies following CRF, unreinforced responses are emitted, and

the central tendency and dispersion of the durations of these responses

remains two to three times higher than the corresponding values under

CRF." These findings confirm the analysis presented by Goldberg (1959)
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in a discussion of the relation of response variability to resistance

to extinction: "In periodic or a-periodic reinforcement, however,...

each response will be followed by a period during which responses

subsequent to the reinforced one will not be rewarded. This extinction

of responses will have the consequence of decreasing the probability of

the emission of response forms similar to each previously reinforced

one. The resultant number of response forms which will be available

for periodic reinforcement will be expanded and the variability of

those responses which are periodically reinforced will be greater

than the variability of regularly reinforced responses."

The prediction of greater variability among reinforced responses

in VI than in CRF, confirmed by the present findings, is predicated on

the assumption and considerable evidence that variability increases in

extinction. Antonitis (1950) has shown that variability in the

locus of E. nose-insertion response by the rat increases in EXT. In-

creased variability in EXT may also be inferred from the following

descriptions of bar-press data reported by Skinner (1938): "Stronger

responses generally occur near the beginning of the extinction and

give way to an unusually low force which is then steadily maintained."

"When reinforcement is witheld [following CRF] subsequent responses

are occasionally of longer duration." Notterman (1959) has shown that

the mean and variance of the force of bar-pressing in the rat increase

from CRF to EXT; Goldberg (1959) has reported comparable findings.

Variance ratics for the topography of the vocal response, presented

in Col. 4, Table II, show that large increases in response variability

were obtained in EXT following CRF in the present. study. These
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findings support both the general statement that response variability

increases in EXT after CRF, and also the account of variability among

reinforced responses in VI in terms of extinction effects.

The mean parameter values also show an increase in EXT after CRF,

with one exception. Prior experimental evidence is scant but tends to

support this finding. Margulies (1961) observed an increase in the

mean duration of bar-press by the rat in EXT after CRF, as did Hurwitz

(1954) and Trotter (1956). The mean force of bar-press also increases

in EXT after CRF ( Notterman, 1959; Skinner, 1938). Skinner attributes

the increase in force that he observed for CRF-EXT animals to "the

differentiation of intensity that results from the initial tension

of the lever." He goes on to say, "The intensity of the response in

an operant is significant only in relation to the differentiative

history of the organism." An increase in the mean amplitude of the

vocal response was observed in the present study in EXT following CRF

and following VI conditioning (Table II, cols. 3, 4). However, the

artifact of a manipulandum threshold, which might differentially

reinforce response amplitude, was excluded by a suitable adjustment

of the sensitivity of the voice-operated relay.

It has been shown that the mean and variance of the parameters of

the vocal response increase from rui to VI-reinforced and from CRF to

EXT. There is some evidence for an increase in parameter values

within CRF, (Col. 2) although the effect is quite small. Margulies

(1961), Notterman (1959), Goldberg (1959), and Antonitis (1950) have

obtained the opposite effect: increasing stereotypy during CRF.

Table II shows that, in general, the mean and variance of response
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amplitude, duration and fundamental frequency increase in the order

CRF-VI-EXT for Ss 1, 2 and chick, and in the order CRF-CRF-EXT for

Ss 3 and 4. Between-groups comparisons are not systematic at all

points, but, typically, the mean and variance of the parameter values

are greater for reinforced responses in VI after CRF than for the

comparable set of responses in CRF after CRF.

The topography of the chick vocal response appears to stand in

the same relation to reinforcement operations as that of the human

vocal response. The relative mean and variance data for response

parameters (Table II) do not provide a basis for discriminating among

species of subjects employed.

Summary

The relations among acoustic parameters of the vocal operant are

considered and some methods for their measurement described. Four

human subjects and one chick are employed in an experiment on the

relations among vocal rate, vocal topography, and ..zhedules of rein-

forcement.

The earlier finding that schedules of reinforcement control human

and infra-human vocal responding as they do other operants is replicated

and extended to the case of variable - interval reinforcement.

An analysis of response amplitude; pitch, and duration shows that

the mean and variance of these parameters increases from CRF to VI, from

VI to EXT and, for a second group of Ss, from CRF to EXT. The topography

of the chick vocal response appears to stand in the same relation to

reinforcement operations as that of the human vocal response.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Retouched spectrograms of chick (upper) and human (lower)

vocal operants during continuous reinforcement (left) and extinction

after CRF (right).

Fig. 2. Rates of vocal responding by four human female Ss under three

schedules of reinforcement: continuous reinforcement (CRF), variable-in-

terval 64 isec. (VI), and extinction (EXT). The cumulative records for

S1 and S2 have been collapsed.

Fig. 3. Vocal responses emitted by one human male S during three

successive schedules of reinforcement. The cumulative record has been

collapsed.

Fig. 4. Rates of vocal responding by four additional human subjects

under three schedules of reinforcement. The cumulative records have

been collapsed.

Fig. 5. Rates of vocal responding by one Bantam chick under three

schedules of reinforcement. (Oily the first 1/5 of the CRF session

is shown.)
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Footnotes

1. Now at U. S. Army Chemical Center, Edgewcod,,Maryland.

2. This research was performed pursuant to a contract with the

Language Development Section, U. S. Office of Education.

3. Also note papers presented at (1) Symposium on the Control of

Verbal Behavior, Amer. Assn. for the Adv. of Sci., Denver, 1961, and

(2) the Conference on the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, American

Psychological Association, Cincinnati, 1959; abstracted in J. exp.

Anal. Behay., 1959, 2, 251-269.

4. For a discussion of circuit design, see Peterson and McKinney

(1962).
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Anonitis, J. J. Variability of response in the white rat during

conditioning and succeeding extinction and reconditioning.
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The transmission of speech is bounded at both ends by behavior,

that of th( speaker and the listener. Speech distortion may be broadly

defined as any operation that evokes inappropriate behavior by the

listener in response to speech. This definition subsumes the wealth

of experimental findings obtained when the frequency, amplitude, or

time parameters of the speech signal are distorted by the selective

action of a transmission system (summarized in Licklider and Miller,

1951). It also includes experimental findings on the influence of

context, reinforcement, and physiological variables on the perception

of speech.

A metric for the distorting operation is readily provided, when it

involves a change in the discriminative stimulus, by specifying the para-

meters of the transfer function (in cgs units) applied to the original

speech signal, or response of the speaker. Other distorting operations

may involve a change in concurrent stimulation (Broadbent and Ladefoged,

1960; Skinner, 1936), in the motivation of the listenPr, in the rein-

forcement contingencies for his response (Matarazzo, 1961), and in his

physiological condition, as in aphasia (Lane and Moore, 1961) or the

administration of drugs (Salzinger et al., 1961). Some of these opera-

tions are not as readily specified in cgs units, although all may be.

A metric for the effect of the distorting operation, that is, for

the behavior of the listener, is provided by 1) selecting the behavioral

parameters to be observed, 2) stating the values of those parameters

when the listener's behavior is defined as appropriate, 3) employing
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those values as a reference point for zero distortion, 4) choosing a

unit of measurement. In conventional articulation tests (French and

Steinberg, 1947), the behavior observed is transcription, appropriate

behavior is defined as, roughly, 2 a transcription that matches the

pertinent word on the speaker's reading list, and the unit of measure-

ment is the relative frequency of such correct matches. This procedure

is based on a nominal scale of speech distortion (Stevens, 1951). An

ordinal scale could be obtained from confusion matrices (such as those

presented by Miller and Nicely, 1955). Recently, Peterson and Harary

(1961) have described a method for measuring phonetic difference that

provides a more powerful scale of speech distortion, an interval scale

(see later).

Two broad categories of speech distorting operations may be dis-

tinguished: response-independent and response-dependent. The former

category has received the lion's share of research and includes such

operations as filtering, masking, time sampling, etc. These operations

are termed response-independent because the parameters of the transfer

function applied to a given speech signal are not determined by the

probable response of the listener to that signal. Experimental findings

show that "vocal communication is highly resistant to distortion"

(Licklider and Miller, 1951) of this kind. The situation is otherwise

with response-dependent distortion, however. In this category belong

those distorting operations that are based on the probable response of

the listener during undistorted transmission. The serial transmission

of rumor is one example of such distortion (Allport and Postman, 1947).

The transmission of an original message by an aphasic or dysarthric
26
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speaker is another (Tikofsky et al., 1961). The manipulation of acoustic

cues for speech recognition by such devices as PAT (Lawrence, 1953) and

Pattern Playback (Cooper et al., 1951) provides a third example. In all

these instances, the nature of the distorting operation is most effectively

specified in linguistic terms, that is, with reference to the behavior

of a standard listener, although, of course, an acoustic transfer function

may be written for each speech signal.

The experiments reported in the present article describe some

effects of these two kinds of speech distortion and their interaction.

Masking and filtering of speech were selected as representative of

response-independent distorting operations. Foreign accent was selected

as a response-dependent type of speech distortion, and also in view of

its practical importance in vocal communication.

Method

Sneakers. The four speakers had the following national origins: United

States (S
1
), Yugoslavia (S

2
), India (S

3
), Japan (S

4
). Thus the Indo-

European (Germanic, Sl; Serbian, S2; Punjabi, S3) and Japanese (S4)

language groups were represented (Gleason, 1955). Each speaker was

male and between 25 and 35 years old. Speaker 1 spoke "General American";

speakers 2-4 had little or no training in spoken English prior to coming

to the United States, three months before the experiment. They had a

"strong" foreign accent (see listener ratings below) and an inadequate

command of English for university study according to the University of

Michigan English Proficiency Test.

Word lists. Five "PB" lists of 50 words each were constructed from
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phonetically balanced sets compiled by the Harvard Psycho-Acoustic

Laboratory (Stevens and Beranek, 1942; Egan, 1944). These sets attempt

to provide items of monosyllabic structure, equal average difficulty of

intelligibility, composition representative of English speech, and words

in common usage. The five typewritten lists were presented to each

speaker and S
1
read the lists aloud white the group was seated in an

audiometric room. Each of the four speakers then read the five PB lists

in a different order at the rate of one word every five seconds; 30

seconds elapsed between lists. The spoken lists were recorded on one

channel of a four channel tape recorder (Ampex 300-4) and then copied

onto a second channel while the record level of each word was adjusted

so as to maintain a constant peak amplitude (10 db below 0 VU or approxi-

mately 50 db SPL with the TDH-39 earphones employed for listerang.,,

Listeners. Twelve Midwest American undergraduates (six male, six

female) served in groups of three in the experiment on speech distortion

by masking and foreign accent, and a like number in that on distortion

by filtering and foreign accent. The subjects wore binaural calibrated

headsets while seated in an audiometric room. Sixty-four stimulus

conditions (4 speakers x 4 lists x 4 levels of masking or filtering)

were presented in four different hyper-Graeco-Latin square designs, one

to each group of three subjects. These designs were orthogonal with

respect to masking or filtering. Each listener never heard a speaker

read the same list twice, nor was the same list ever heard twice at

the same level of masking or filtering. The listeners were told that

they would hear common English monosyllables and that they were to

were to write them down. The 12 subjects in the first experiment were
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also presented with a fifth PB list, read by each of the four speakers,

and instructed to rate the foreign accent of the speaker on a scale of 1 to

5 ("very little" to "very much"). Finally, this set of four additional PB

lists was presented to 222 undergraduates, seated in an auditorium, and to

a phonetician for phonetic transcription,
4 in order to compare articulation

score and phonetic difference as speech distortion measures.

Masking and filtering. Masking noise was introduced in the first experi-

ment by mixing the tape recorded speech signals with the output of an equal-

excitation source (Grason -Stadler, Model 901A) at one of four levels

(measured with a Ballantine true r.m.s. VTVM) to give four signal to noise

ratios (S/N): 15, 4, -1.5, -5 db. This range of S/N ratios was selected

in the light of findings reported by Isgan et al. (1943): "When white noise

is used...articulation is affected only slightly by S/N ratios greater than

+15 db. Further increase in the level of the noise results in a very rapid

decrease in articulation until, with a S/N ratio of -10db, articulation is prac-

tally zero." The output of the mixer was applied to a low-pass filter (itrohn-

Hite 310 AB), with cutoff frequency 8,000 cps (see below) and thence to a low-

noise, high-fidelity earphone amplifier that supplied three binaural headsets

in parallel.

Frequency selection was employed for response-independent distortion

in the second study. The cutoff frequency of the transmission system was

set at one of four values: 600, 1200, 2400, or 8,000 cps. To obtain

these cutoff frequencies, a sweep-frequency tone was recorded in place of

the speech signals, the response of the earphone terminating the system

was measured in a 6 cc coupler with a condenser microphone (Western

Electric 644A) and graphic level recorder (General Radio, 1521-A), and a
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suitable adjustment in the nominal filter setting was made. The system

had an essentially flat frequency response from the lowest speech

fundamental up to the indicated cutoff frequency, whereafter signals

were attenuated at the rate of 24 db per octave.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the effect of signal-to-noise ratio and of foreign

accent on the per cent word articulation. The intelligibility of the

English speaker decreases at a rate which is comparable to that ob-

tained by Egan et al. (1943) for much larger samples of speakers, words,

and listeners. The disparity in the ordinate position of these two

articulation curves may be attributed largely to a difference in the

received level of speech: 50 and 115 db (SPL), respectively. Egan et

al. (1943) have shown that the per cent word articulation is inversely

related to the level of received speech at high intensities. Comparable

rates of speech distortion as a function of masking were obtained for

the foreign speakers, although their articulation scores are, at all

points, about 36 per cent below those for the English speaker. It is

particularly interesting to note that there is no appreciable inter-

action effect due to the two types of distortion operating in concert.

Furthermore, individual differences among the foreign speakers, ex-

pecially with respect to national origin, had no marked effect on

articulation scores. The median foreign accent ratings assigned to

the four speakers by the twelve listeners were: English, 1; Japanese,

4; Punjabi, 3; Serbian, 3.

Essentially the same relations among response-independent and
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response- dependent speech distortion are revealed in Fig. 2, which

shows the effect of low-pass filtering and of foreign accent on per

cent word articulation. Once again, the articulation curves for the

foreign speakers do not differ appreciably from each other but lie,

in general, about 36 per cent below that curve for the English speaker.

The articulation scores obtained with cutoff frequency 8,000 cps

constitute a replication of the first experiment with a second group

of 12 listeners; corresponding means do not differ by more than five

per cent. As observed in Fig. 1, the two types of speech distortion

do not interact in their effects on intelligibility. Articulation

scores for a dysarthric speaker are presented for comparison (cf.

Tikofsky et al., 1961). Tape recordings of this speaker's rendering

of English monosyllables were prepared and presented to the same group

of listeners under comparable conditions.

The phonetic difference score associated with each word in the

articulation lists rendered by the three foreign speakers was computed

according to a method described by Peterson and Harary (1961): "The

value [of phonetic difference] is dependent upon the physiological

vowel or consonant parameter values by which the two phones differ.

In this measure, the vowel and consonant parameter values are roughly

scaled according to the magnitude of their separation." The phonetic

difference is then specified "in terms of three factors: (a) weighted

parameters, (b) the normalized difference between the various parameter

values by which the phones differ, and (c) the number of parameter

values by which the two phones differ within each parameter."5

In terms of the requirements for a distortion metric enumerated
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earlier, phonetic difference specifies the topography of the articulatory

response as the behavior to be observed. A reference point for the

metric is provided by the parameters of articulation inferred from a

phonetic transcriptiop of a "standard" speech sample. In the present

study, the standard was General American as rendered by S . Thus,
1

zero phonetic difference (=zero distortion) would be obtained if the

foreign speaker gave the same phonetic rendition of the word as the

American. The unit of measurement is based on the parameter values

and weightings assigned to phonetic events by the authors.

The mean phonetic difference score for the fifty words rendered by

each foreign speaker were: Serbian, 5.1; Punjabi, 3.5; Japanese, 4.5.

When the behavior of the foreign speaker is viewed as the terminus of

the communication system, these scores are a measure of the distorting

effects of his prior verbal conditioning.6 Liberman et al. (1957) have

suggested a way in which this history might operate to distort speech

perception: If the listener's speech. discriminations "have, by

previous training, been sharpened or dulled according to the position

of the phoneme boundaries of his native language, if the acoustic

continua of the old language are categorized differently by the new one,

then the learner might be expected to have difficulty perceiving the

sounds of the new language until he has mastered some new discrimi-

nations and, perhaps, unlearned some old ones."

When, on the other hand, the behavior of the foreign speaker

is interposed in a transmission channel between a native speaker

and a native audience, foreign accent may be considered a distorting

operation. The phonetic difference scores may then be employed as a
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measure of the distorting operation, rather than of its effects. In

this respect they are comparable to the measures of response-indepen-

dent distortion employed in the present study: signal to noise ratio

and cutoff frequency. Phonetic difference may be related, therefore,

to these other measures of speech distortion by determining its effect

on some common distortion metric, such as the conventional per cent

word articulation. An initial exploration of the relation between

phonetic difference and articulation involved computing the phonetic

difference scores for each of the fifty words, rendered by each foreign

speaker, and then administering an articulation test consisting of

tape recordings of these words. The correlation ratio relating phonetic

difference to per cent word articulation was -.66 (p( .01). Because

of the highly skewed distribution of phonetic differences employed and

the adverse conditions obtaining during articulation testing, the statistic

should be taken to indicate only the feasibility of employing phonetic

difference as a measure of response-dependent speech distortion.

Summary and Conclusions

Speech distortion is defined as any operation that evokes in-

appropriate behavior by the listener in response to speech. Two

categories of speech distorting operations are distinguished: response-

independent (e.g.,masking, filtering) and response-dependent (e.g.,

dysarthric speech, foreign accent). Two experiments compare the effects

of these two types of distortion on word recognition. Twenty-four

Midwest Americans listened to recorded articulation lists rendered by

one American and three foreign-born speakers under four conditions of
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masking or filtering. The phonetic difference between the words

rendered in General American and with foreign accent was computed and

some properties of phonetic difference as a metric for response-depen-

dent distortion are considered.

1. The intelligibility of the foreign accent speech was approxi-

mately 40 per cent less than that of the native speech under all

experimental conditions. Differences in intelligibility among the

foreign speakers never exceeded ten per cent.

2. A 20 db reduction in speech to noise ratio yields approxi-

mately 50 per cent reduction in word articulation for both native

and foreign accent speech; the two types of distortion do not interact

in their effect on intelligibility.

3. A reduction in the high cutoff frequency of the speech

transmission channel from 8,000 to 600 cps yields approximately 40

per cent reduction in per cent word articulation for both native and

foreign accent speech; there is no interaction.

4. Phonetic difference may be used as a measure of the effects

of speech distortion, or as a metric for the distorting operation

in response-dependent speech distortion. An initial test of the

relation between phonetic difference as a measure of foreign accent

and per cent word articulation gave a correlation ratio of -.66.
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Footnotes

1. This research was performed pursuant to a contract with the

Language Development Section, U. S. Office of Education. The assistance

of Mr. K. Anderson, Mr. W. Watrous and Miss A. Crabbs is gratefully acknow-

ledged.

2. The scoring of homonymous forms in transcription as correct reveals

that the underlying criterion of appropriate behavior is based on a comparison

of the vocal responses of the listener and speaker over an ideal transmission

system (cf. the concept of an orthotelephonic system, Inglis, 1938). The

use of transcription, therefore, requires several assumptions: "announcers

should be selected who are able to enunciate the fundamental speech sounds

in a 'normal' manner, where the criterion of normality is one of Common

sense" (Licklider and Miller, 1951); the listener must employ a standard notation

for recording his responses; the experimenter must have some method for

establishing equivalences among transcriptions.

3. The level of received speech was measured by impressing an equivalent

sine wave voltage (measured on a Ballantine r.m.s. VTVM) on the listener's

headphones and measuring the resultant sound pressure level in a 6 cc coupler

with a calibrated microphone and VTVM.

4. The assistance of Miss Barbara Erickson is gratefully acknowledged.

5. For parameter values and weightings and a description of the calcula-

tional procedure, see Peterson and Harary (1961).

6. An alternate measure, based on word recognition, is the dialect

intelligibility ratio, proposed by Lehiste and Peterson (1959).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Per cent word articulation as a function of speech-to-noise ratio

for native and foreign-born speakers reading English monosyllables. The

dotted curve is from an experiment by Egan et al. (1943) in which four natives

read 400 to 800 words at each of five S/N ratios to six practiced listeners;

the level of received speech was 115 db (SPL). In the present study, speakers

of English (triangles), Japanese (open circles), Punjabi (filled circles), and

Serbian (squares), each read 200 words at four S/N ratios to 12 listeners; the

level of received speech was 50 db (SPL).

Fig. 2. Per cent word articulation as a funcLion of the high cutoff fre-

quency of the transmission channel. Twelve listeners heard one native, one

native dysarthric, and three foreign speakers read English monosyllables.

Each point is the mean per cent correct transcription for 2400 responses.
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An echoic response has been defined as "a response that generates

a sound pattern similar to that of the stimulus"(Skinner, 1957). This

author observes that an echoic repertoire is established in the child

because "it makes possible a short-circuiting of the process of pro-

gressive approximation, since it can be used to evoke new units of

response..." In the acquisition of a second language, however, this

repertoire is only partially effective. On the one hand, it provides

echoic behavior that, at the outset, roughly approximates the stimulus.

On the other hand, it impedes the development of accurate echoic

responding to the extent that the first- and second-language repertories

differ. Second-language learning, as a result, must involve both

imitation and the reinforcement of progressive approximations to the

desired response.

The present study describes six methods for the self-shaping of

a minimal echoic operant in a foreign language and the topographical

changes in responding that they bring about. The two parameters of

echoic responding considered are: pitch slope and duration.

Method

The six conditions of this experiment, incorporating six methods

of self-shaping, were: 1) matching only (aural-oral drill); 2) matching-
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discrimination training-matching; 3) matching-matching with delayed

auditory feedback-matching; 4) matching-discrimination training-

matching with delayed auditory feedback-matching; 5) matching-matching

with visual analog display-matching-free responding; 6) matching-

matching with visual digital display-matching-free responding. In

each condition the discriminative stimulus was a single Thai toneme /kA/

rendered by a linguist. The relevant parameters of tie stimulus were:

pitch slope (rate of change in pitch), -13 c/s2 and response duration,

600 msec.

These matching instructions were read to all subjects:

"When the experiment begins, you will hear a sound

repeated at two-second intervals. Your task is to imitate

the sound as accurately as possible between presentations,

and to continue to do so until you believe you have given

an extremely faithful reproduction. Remember, and I wish

to emphasize this point, your task is to reproduce the

sound exactly."

In conditions 2 and 4, where discrimination training was employed,

a tape recording of five Thai tonemes (/k1/, /k/, /k1/, /al, and /a/)

was presented to the subject. Each toneme appeared eight times in

irregular order at four second intervals. Their pitch slopes (c/s2)

and durations (msec) were, respectively, -13, 600; +36, 560; -21, 710;

+10 then -120, 650; -39 then +125, 640. The same rendering of /ki/

employed to evoke echoic responses was the positive discriminative

stimulus. Discrimination training was continued until S made less

than 3 errors in responding to the set of 40 stimuli. These instruc-

tions were read:
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"During the second phase of this experiment, you will

hear a series of stimuli; you are to pull this lever when

you hear the first sound in this series and every time

afterwards that you hear the same sound. When you do, you

will accumulate points on this counter. If you respond to the

wrong stimulus, the counter will subtract points. Try to

accumulate as many points as you can."

In conditions employing delayed auditory feedback (3,4), the in-

structions duplicated those for matching. However, S was told that

when he responded during one inter-stimulus interval, he would hear

his own response played back to him after a slight delay and before

the appearance of the next stimulus.

In the condition employing a visual analog display (5), S was

seated in front of an oscilloscope (Tektronics 533) that presented two

parameters of each response: pitch and duration. These parameters

were displayed on the 'scope by filtering the speech signal (80-150

cps; Krohn Hite 310), converting the selected fundamental to a d-c voltage

proportional to its frequency (Hewlett-Packard 500 BR frequency meter),

and impressing this signal on the vertical axis of the oscilloscope.

A one cm. deflection vertically corresponded to a pitch change of four

cycles, and one cm. horizontally to a duration of 100 msec.
2 These

instructions were read to S:

"In this part of the experiment we would like to give you

more information about the sound you have been imitating. It is

600 msec in duration and has a flat pitch slope. You may see these

two parameters of your response on the oscilloscope screen in front
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of you. If your response is like the stimulus, it will

trace out a flat line that lasts for exactly six squares.

Again, you are asked to continue to imitate the sound be-

tween presentations until you are repeatedly able to give

a faithful reproduction."

In the condition employing a digital visual display (6), the

subject's responses controlled a voice-operated relay (Miratel).

A frequency counter (Hewlett-Packard 522B), positioned in front of S,

registered the time that the VOR was operated, which equalled the

response duration plus 100 msec. The instructions were:

"In this part of the experiment we would like to

give you more information about the sound you have been

imitating; it is 700 msec in duration. This counter will

help you in giving a faithful reproduction of the stimulus,

for it will display the duration of each of your responses

in milliseconds. Again you are asked to continue imitating

the stimulus until you are repeatedly able to give a faithful

reproduction."

In conditions 5 and 6,where "free responding" terminated the session,

these instructions were read to the subject:

"In this part of the experiment you are to continue

to repeat the sound until you are giving a faithful reproduction.

In this phase, however, you will not hear the stimulus in your

headset."

Eighteen subjects served individually under the various experimental

conditions in sessions lasting from 20 to 60 minutes. The subject was
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seated in an audiometric room in front of a microphone and such display

equipment as required. He wore a binaural headset with high-fidelity

earphones (PDR-8) mounted in doughnut cushions (MX-AR/41), which attenuated

air-conducted sidetone by about 15 db.

The discriminative stimulus was first recorded on the fixed diameter

loop of a sound spectrograph and then copied repeatedly onto a continuous

tape recording (Uher Ina). This recording was presented in one earphone

of the subject's headset while an amount of sidetone was introduced into

the other which approximately compensated for the sidetone attenuation

due to the headset. The subject's echoic response was recorded on

second tape recorder (Ampex 300) and analyzed, subsequently,in the

following manner.

A numerical record of the duration of each response, in milliseconds,

was obtained by sending the recorded signals to a calibrated voice-

operated relay that controlled an interval timer(Hewlett-Packard 522B

frequency counter) and associated printer (Hewlett-Packard 560A). In

order to measure the pitch slope, the fundamental frequency was selected

from the complex speech signal by, filtering (Krohn Hite, 310 AB) and

then sent to the frequency counter, which provided a printed record of

the period of the voice fundamental at 175 msec intervals, beginning

with the onset of the signal. Frequency change, in c/s
2

(pitch slope),

1000 _ 1000

was then given by Tn Tc_ where Tn is the terminal period of the

175 irt.-1)

voice fundamental, To the initial period and n the number of readings.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 presents the pitch slope and duration of the echoic
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responses emitted by each of three subjects in the first four ex-

perimental conditions. Figure 2 presents pitch slope and duration for

condition 5 (visual analog display), and Fig. 3, for condition 6 (visual

digital display). A baseline of echoic accuracy was obtained for each

subject in the first phase of each experimental condition. These

"matching" data permit the effect of the first-language repertoire

to be assessed. The data presented by the unfilled symbols of Fig. 1

and the upper section of Figs. 2 and 3 reveal that, for most subjects,

the initial echoic behavior is wide of the mark (broken lines). An

estimate of the "linguistically permissible variance," or allophonic

variation, may be obtained from the range of pitch slopes and durations

given by the Thai speaker in repeated renditions of the discriminative

stimulus:
3 duration, 500 to 720 msec; pitch slope, -20 to -5 c/s

2
.

In simple matching, the response duration of Ss 1, 5, 12, and 15, and

the pitch slope of Ss 2 and 15 fall within these boundaries. However,

the data for condition 1 show that, in general, this method of "self-

shaping" or aural-oral drill as it is more commonly known, does not lead

to accurate echoic responding. The duration and pitch slope of the

echoic responses tend to stabilize at some value, but this "steady

state" does not necessarily, have the same acoustic parameters as those

of the discriminative stimulus.

The effect of interpolating discrimination training between two

periods of echoic responding is shown by the data for Ss 4, 5, 6, (Fig.1).

A slight improvement in the correspondence of pitch slope may be noted,

but there isno marked effect. Each of the subjects stopped responding

sooner in the second matching period than in the first, presumably when
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he believed he was giving a completely faithful reproduction.

The subject's task of discriminating successive approximations

to the desired response is modified somewhat by the introduction of

delayed auditory feedback. Under this condition (Ss 7, 8, 9; Fig. 1)

S may perform in the manner of a null instrument, modifying his articu-

lation until the paired auditory stimuli (the SD and his response

played back) are no longer discriminably different. There was no

evidence, however, of any improvement in echoic accuracy when delayed

auditory feedback was introduced.

The methods of discrimination training and delayed auditory

feedback were incorporated in condition 4 (Ss 10, 11, 12; Fig. 1).

Discrimination training among the tonemes, with their various pitch

slopes and durations,might be expected to facilitate the same-different

discriminations implicit in the subsequent phase, echoic responding

with delayed auditory feedback. In general, the accuracy of echoic

responding was improved by these procedures, although not to any marked

degree.

The effects on echoic responding of presenting a visual analog of

the response parameters are shown in Fig. 2. The upper section of the

graph presents the baseline performance of the three subjects. It will

be noted that the pitch slope and duration of responding by S15 closely

approximate the stimulus parameters (broken lines) while those of Ss 13

and 14 do not. The introduction of the display (section 2, Fig. 2) leads

to an appreciable improvement in the accuracy of echoic responding for

Ss 13 and 14; there was not much room for improvement in the performance

of S15. When the display was removed (section 3), echoic accuracy was
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impaired, although it still exceeded baseline levels for Ss 14, 15.

When the stimulus also was removed (section 4), and S instructed to

reproduce the sound he had learned, a further reduction in accuracy

was observed.

The introduction of the analog display changed the modality

sufficient for the discrimination of successive approximations in

echoic responding from auditory to visual; it also reduced the large

number of dimensions in which the discriminative, stimulus could vary,

down to the two pertinent dimensions. Although this technique may

represent a considerable simplification of the subject's discriminative

task, it required, nevertheless, a relatively fine and rapid visual

discrimination of a transitory stimulus. In the sixth and final

.experimental condition, the analog display was replaced in part by

a digital display which did not have these limitations. The duration

of each of the subject's responses accumulated before him on the

frequency counter during voicing and, upon the cessation of voicing,

was displayed constantly until the onset of the next response. The

effect of the digital display on the correspondence of response duration

may be observed in Fig. 3. A marked improvement in echoic accuracy was

effected by the introduction of the display (section 2) and maintained

following its removal. When both the discriminative stimulus and the

display are removed, echoic accuracy is greatly impaired (section 4;

cf. Fig. 2). The variance associated with response duration was least

during echoic responding with the display and in the post-test immediately

thereafter. Variability was greater during simple matching and greatest

when both the stimulus and the display were removed.
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The efficacy of the digital display may be attributed to the

change in the discriminative task afforded the subject following simple

matching. In matching without the aid of the display, self-shaping is

viable only if S can discriminate successive approximations to the

desired acoustic pattern. He must respond selectively, therefore, to

the duration of a multi-dimensional stimulus with kinaesthetic as well

as air- and bone-conducted sidetone components. The introduction of

the display substitutes a visual discrimination among digits, in which

S is highly trained, for an auditory discrimination in which he is

not. When echoic responding with a high degree of accuracy is desired,

this technique may well be extended to other parameters of the echoic

response, such as pitch level and relative amplitude.

Summary

Six methods are described for the self-shaping of a minimal echoic

operant in a foreign language and their effects on two parameters of

stimulus-response correspondence are noted.

1. During self-shaping, in which subjects imitated repeated

presentations of a Thai toneme, the duration and pitch slope of echoic

vocal responses stabilized at some value. This "steady state" did not

necessarily have the same parameter values as thoSe of the discrimi-

native stimulus.

2. Discrimination training, in which the target toneme was

contrasted with segments of the same form but different durations and

pitch slopes, did not lead to a marked improvement in echoic accuracy.

3. Echoic responding with delayed auditory feedback was not more
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accurate than in the absence of this feedback.

4. When the methods of discrimination training and delayed auditory

feedback were both introduced, a small improvement in echoic accuracy

was noted.

5. Presenting the pitch slope and duration parameters of each

response in an analog display led to an improvement in echoic respond-

ing that was maintained following the removal of the display.

6. The most effective method for self-shaping of response duration

involved the use of a digital display. Echoic accuracy was highest and

variability least when the display was present, and directly following

its removal. Accuracy was poorest and variability greatest during the

pre-test, prior to the iatroduction of the display, and in a post-test

in which both the auditory stimulus and the display were removed. The

efficacy of the technique is attributed to the simplification of the

discriminative task required in self-shaping.



Footnotes

1. This research was performed pursuant to a contract with the

Language Development Section, U. S. Office of Education. The assistance

of Mr. D. M. Brethower is gratefully acknowledged.

2. Because voicing in /kA/ begins some 60 to 100 msec after

the aspirated plosive [k], an echoic response that occupied six cm. on

the display was actually slightly longer; a correction was introduced,

therefore, in the:measurement of response duration.

3. These were actually interspersed among several renditions of

the other tonemic forms of /ka/.



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Pitch slope and duration of echoic responses by twelve

subjects in four experimental conditions. The lotted lines indicate

stimulus parameters. The open circles give tte mean value of the

indicated parameter for blocks of ten responses during simple matching.

The filled squares show the values of these parameters obtained under

the experimental condition described (see text). Occasionally, the

last data point in a set will represent more than 10 but less than

20 responses.

Fig. 2. The effect of a visual analog display of response parameters

on the accuracy of echoic behavior. Upper section: mean pitch slope

(squares) and duration (circles) of blocks of consecutive echoic re-

sponses during simple matching. Section 2: Echoic responding with an

analog display. Section 3: echoic responding following the removal

of the display. Section 4: reproduction of the vocal response in the

absence of the stimulus and display. The dotted lines indicate stimulus

parameters. Each point is the mean of n responses, where n is given at

the lower right of the graph section.

Fig. 3. The effect of a digital visual display on the duration

correspondence of echoic behavior. Upper section: mean duration of

blocks of ten consecutive echoic responses during matching. Section 2:

echoic responding with a digital display of response duration. Section 3:

echoic responding following the removal of the display. Section 4:

of



Figure Captions
(continued)

reproduction of the vocal response in the absence of the stimulus. and

display. The dotted line shows the stimulus duration.
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In the typical stimulus generalization experiment, we are interested in

describing AR, the magnitude of decrement of some measured property of the

response, as a function of ItS, an operationally independent measure of the

difference between the test stimulus and the initial training stimulus. To

make findings based on diverse stimulus continua directly comparable, the

stimuli are often described with respect to their spacing on scales of apparent

magnitude rather than physical magnitude. These scales are derived from an

observer's responses to controlled stimulus variation in psychophysical tasks.

Most students of pyschophysics assume, implicitly or explicitly, that there is

a linear regression relating R to S', perceived stimulus magnitude, with perfect

correlation. There is evidence, however, that this assumed one-to-one corres-

pondence between R and S' does not always hold. Internal conditions and pre-

vious experience of the organism, manner of stimulus presentation, and various

contextual factors are all determiners of psychophysical judgments (Guilford,

1954). If an experimenter maintains a distinction between the assessment of

response effects and the assessment of stimulus, or perceptual, effects in

stimulus generalization, then the latter must be independently controlled.

In particular, a stimulus generalization gradient may be interpreted or, indeed,

,in
represented/terms of the psychophysical scale only if there is some assurance

that the particular training procedures involved do not influence the perceived

magnitude or discriminability of the stimuli on the continuum employed.

The method of magnitude estimation, a procedure for the direct estimation

of psychophysical scales, lends itself to an investigation of the effects of
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conditioning on the scale of apparent magnitude. This method utilizes a

standard stimulus and a set of variable stimuli. The experimenter assigns the

numerical value "ten" to a standard of convenient magnitude. The subject

assigns a number to the variable that reflects the magnitude of the ratio

between variable and standard. Using these methods, Stevens (1958) has demon-

strated that, for many sensory continua, the relation between physical and

apparent magnitude can be expressed, at least to a first approximation, as

a power function of the form y = Sm The value of the exponent m depends

significantly on the particular stimulus continuum scaled and is said to

represent the operating characteristics of the sensory mechanisms involved.

In investigating the effects of training on magnitude judgments it is

important that discriminations along the continuum to be scaled are not

reinforced. To do so would perforce alter the psychophysical scale. In

the present study, a discrimination task was employed which would permit

reinforcement of the modulus response to the stimulus serving as a standard

in the subsequent scaling task. This involved using SA's which differed from

SD with respect to qualities orthogonal to the quality to be scaled. We chose

a discrimination task involving acoustic stimuli varying in their spectral

composition but not in intensity.

Method

The method of magnitude estimation (Stevens, 1958) was used to scale vowel

loudness under two experimental conditions: (a) following discrimination

training with five vowel sounds, in which the vocal response 'ten' to the

middle vowel, AE/, was reinforced, and (b) following a neutral task using the

same vowel sounds but without reinforcement of responding. In addition a third

condition (c) was employed in which S was simply tested for intensity general-

ization following the training procedure in condition (a).
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The stimuli used in the first part of the experiment consisted of the first

three formants of the vowels: /i/, /1/, /eh Ae/, and /01/. These were

electronically synthesized using the formant frequencies and relative formant

amplitudes presented by Peterson and Barney (1952). A calibrated oscillator

(Hewlett-Packard 200) drove a pulse generator that supplied the fundamental

frequency and its harmonics to a narrow band-pass filter (Dytronics) which was

tuned, for each vowel, to pass in turn the first, second, and third formant

frequencies for recording on separate channels of a four-channel tape recorder

(Ampex 300-4). These formant signals were then separately amplified on playback

and mixed to obtain the desired vowel sounds. A sequence of 100 stimuli, each

with one second duration and 50 msec rise and decay time, were then recorded

on magnetic tape for presentation at six-second intervals. Each of the five

vowel sounds occured an equal number of times in a randomized order. The

recording levels we-e adjusted so that on playback all stimuli would have the

same VU level.

Thirty-three naive undergraduates served individually in sessions lasting

22 minutes. The twelve Ss in group I were given a sheet on which was printed

100 lists containing the words: heed, hid, head, had and hod. S was told that

this was an experiment in speech perception and that he would be presented a

randomized sequence of synthesized vowel sounds. He was instructed simply to

check, on the sheet provided, the word containing the vowel sound he heard upon

each presentation. The 11 Ss in group II and 10 Ss in group III were read the

following instructions:

"This is an experiment in the perception of speech. You will be

presented a random sequence of synthesized vowel sounds. We want

you to learn to identify one of them by saying 'ten each time you

hear it. If you are right, ten points will be automatically added to

the score displayed in front of you. A response to any sound other
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than the correct one, as well as failure to respond when it is

presented, will be an error and will not add to your score. We

want to find out two things: (1) how long it will take you to

learn this identification and (2) how many errors you will make.

So try to get a high score, making as few errors as possible."

The stimuli were presented to S monaurally through a calibrated headphone

(PDR-8) at a sound-pressure level of 75 db (re. 0.0002 dyne/cm2). An Ampex

300-4 tape recorder was used with an electronic switch and timer (Grason-

Stadler Model No. 829 S119) which was triggered by synchronizing pulses from an

additional track of the stimulus tape. The switch was used to pass only the

recorded stimuli, eliminating tape noise and print-through occurring between

stimuli.

Upon completion of this phase of the experiment, Ss in groups I and II

were given the following instructions for making loudness judgments:

"The vowel AV will be presented at various intensity levels. Your

task is to estimate its loudness at each of these levels by assigning

it a number. If it seems to have the same loudness as in the previous

task, which we will refer to as the 'standard' loudness, call it '10'.

If it seems 'louder' or'softer' try to assign a number to it which

represents 'how much' louder or softer it is relative to the standard,

that is, a number proportional to 10. For example, if it seems twice as

loud call it 20, if half as loud call it 5, etc. You may use any number

that seems appropriate, whole numbers, fractions, or decimals. The

standard will be presented five times before the regular series begins."

In addition, Group II Ss were told that, although their own counter would be

on
inoperative, their score would continue to accumulate/E's counter; i.e., if

they correctly identified the modulus stimulus by calling it 'ten' they would

still get their points. The Ss in group III were told that the vowel A5/
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would be presented at various intensity levels and they were to respond as

before if it seemed to be the same level as that during training; otherwise

they were not to respond. They were also told that they could continue to

earn points for correct responses, but only on E's counter. These Ss were

presented the test series directly without the five preliminary presentations

of the standard intensity level.

The test stimuli were 1-sec presentations of the synthesized vowel AE./.

They were recorded on magnetic tape at 5 db intervals over a 50 db range.

The modulus stimulus was set at 75 db, the same level used in the preceding

task. Ten quasi-random permutations of the eleven stimuli were presented in

order for a total of 110 stimulus presentations. The constraints placed upon

order
their/was that each stimulus followed every other stimulus exactly once. This

was done in order to counterbalance anchoring effects.

Results

Figure 1 shows the mean log estimates of loudness plotted separately for

groups I and II. The straight lines drawn through the points represent a

least squares fit for the function log R = log a + b log S. It is apparent

that a power law describes the obtained data well. There are no systematic

departures from linearity except for the slight curvature at the top of the

group II function. The slope for group I is 0.47 and for group II, 0.62.

A Mann-Whitney U-test, computed on the slope parameters determined separately

for each individual, yielded U = 29.5. For samples of this size, a U this

large or larger would be expected by chance less than 2.5% of the time.

The results for individual Ss are presented in Fig. 2. The points in

these plots represent the mean log estimates as determined from 10 judgments

at each intensity level for each subject. The straight line drawn through each

individual's plot, determined by a least square:. fit to the data, represents
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the linear component of his loudness function. It is apparent that inter-

individual variability in the slopes of these functions is high, although the

between-groups difference is clear. There was virtually no overlap between

the inte :quartile ranges for the two groups. The median and lower and upper

quartile exponents for group I are: mdn = .42, Ql = .37 and Q3 = .51; and

for group II: mdn = .66, Q1 = .51 and Q3 = .72. For all plots, the linear

component of trend accounts for the maximum amount of variance.

Assessing the overall effects of previously reinforcing the modulus

response, RM, it was observed that RM was emitted with an average relative

frequency by each S for groups I, II, and II respectively of 13.0, 16.0, and

20.2. In F ig. 3 are presented generalization gradients for all three groups

broken down into successive fifths of the testing sessions The ordinate values

represent the average frequency of the modulus response (ten) to each

stimulus intensity. Comparing groups I and II it is apparent that prior

conditioning resulted in greater consistency for the gradient to peak at Sm.

Group I emitted approximately the same average number of modulus responses

during the last part of the session as the first, but variability, and thus

inaccuracy, increased considerably. Variability also increased for Group II

but the number of responses emitted increased proportionally, thus relative

variability was less. A similar finding holds for group III; however, these

gradients peaked consistently at a stimulus intensity of 80 db rather than the

initial training intensity. In interpreting this result it must be remembered

that group III was not presented the standard intensity again prior to testing,

as were groups I and II.

Discussion

It has been demonstrated clearly that prior conditioning alters the scale

of subjective magnitude, as constructed from direct judgments of vowel loudness.
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This is tantamount to saying that, if S is reinforced for emitting the modulus

response in the presence of the standard stimulus, he will assign larger

numerals to intense stimuli and smaller numerals to weak stimuli than he

would if he had not been reinforced. Which of the two functions obtained, it

may be asked, best describes the "true" scale of vowel loudness? The function

obtained from group I has an exponent (slope) of 0.47 which is close to 0.4,

the exponent reported by Lane (1961) for the loudness of the synthesized vowel

/a/. On the other hand, the function obtained from group II has the exponent

0.62 which is close to that reported by Stevens (1955) for the loudness of a

1000 cps tone. Stevens investigated the method of magnitude estimation thoroughly

to identify sources of potential bias and pitfalls in its use (Stevens, 1956).

Were any of thse biases operating here which could explain the differences

obtained between groups? Although the scaling procedure employed may not be gen-

erally recommended, both groups did receive comparable experimental treatment

in magnitude estimation: the same standard intensity level, same range and

stimulus order, and the same instructions. The prior training given group II

did not involve intensity discriminations, as all stimuli were equated in

this respect. Further, it is difficult to see how reinforcing the vocal

response "ten" could operate on the a priori probabilities of emission for

other numerals in the response repertory.

Similar problems of interpretation are raised when individual differences

are considered. The individual loudness functions obtained in this study are

orderly, implying a consistency in individual judgments--but the empirical

constants obtained by repeated measurement of the same S are not the sane as

those obtained by averaging over Ss. That is, each S seems to have his own

personal loudness scale if a strict interpretation is imposed upon this scaling

procedure. Jones and Marcus (1961) found significant subject effects in

magnitude judgments in three modalities. This implies a consistency in an
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individual's use of numbers that holds across modalities. Either Ss differ

in their concept of the number system, i.e., in their habitual ways of using

numbers, or their sensory tranducers differ, or both. The first alternative

implies that an individual's judgments do not, in fact, reflect "real" metric

properties of sensory magnitudes. The second alternative implies that the sensory

mechanisms involved have different operating characteristics for different

individuals. If we accept the highly deterministic rationale underlying the

direct scaling procedures we are forced to accept this onerous second alternative.

The dilemma may be resolved by considering a third alternative suggested by

the following argument.

When S judges the apparent magnitude of a variable stimulus with respect

to a given standard he is, in fact, basing his judgment a remembered standard.

Seldom, if ever, are two different intensities presented simultaneously.

In the present study, where the standard intensity was presented only at the

beginning of a relatively long stimulus series, S's recollection of the standard

was particularly taxed.

Memory of stimulus intensity may be presumed to "drift" in time and is

subject to systematic biases that have been studied in. connection with the

time-order error in psychophysics, context and anchoring effects, adaptation

level, and judgmental relativity (Stevens, 1958a). Comparison of the group I

and group II generalization gradients shows that the discrimination training

given group II Ss in the present study resulted in more orderly generalization

gradients that peaked sharply at the modulus stimulus. Inference from this

finding suggests that the variability in the remembered modulus was less for

group II Ss.

Variability in the "remembered" standard and anchoring effects may operate

in concert to produce slope differences in scaled judgments. If a variable

stimulus effectively anchors the "remembered" standard, causing it to drift
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in the direction of the variable, (so that the standard is remembered as being

"more like" the variable than it actually is) then the judged magnitude of

the variable will be greater, or less, depending upon whether the variable is

less or more intense than the standard. In other words, if a variable is

actually five times greater in subjective magnitude than the true standard,

but it is compared to a remembered standard which has drifted in a direction

toward the variable, for example, to a level for which the variable is only

four times greater, the judged magnitude would reflect this and, in effect,

underestimate the predicted scale value. This interpretation of the difference

between the group I and II loudness scales would account for the results

obtained here and also for individual differences in scaling since it is

reasonable to assume that individuals differ with respect to memory characteristics

and susceptibility to external anchoring.

Summary

The effects of prior conditioning on judgments of subjective magnitude

were assessed using the method of magnitude estimation to scale vowel loudness

under two exp mental conditions: (a) following discrimination training

utilizing five synthesized vowel sounds (/i/, /I/, /eh Am/ and /a,/)for which

the vocal response "ten" to the middle vowel As/ was reinforced, and (b)

following a neutral task using the same vowel sounds but without reinforcing

differential responding. in addition, generalization of the modulus response

along the intensity continuum was compared to that resulting when magnitude

judgments are not required. The loudness scales obtained under the first two

conditions confirmed the power law. Prior conditioning resulted in a function

with a significantly steeper slope than that obtained under neutral conditons.

This result was discussed in terms of a memory mechanism and anchoring effects

and extended as an explanation of individual differences in judgmental scales.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Effects of prior training on the vowel loudness function. Each point

represents a mean log estimate based on ten judgments from each of 12 Ss in

group I and 11 Ss in group II. The straight lines drawn through the

respective plots are described by V =
ks0.62

(filled circles) and Y = kS°'47

(open circles).

Fig. 2. Vowel loudness functions for individual Ss. Each point is the mean log

estimate of loudness based on ten numerical estimates by each S. Group II

Ss (N=11) received prior reinforcement of the modulus response; group I Ss

(N =12) received a prior neutral task.

Fig. 3. Auditory generalization gradients for the modulus response partitioned

by experimental conditions and by successive blocks of stimulus presentations.

Each point represents the average frequency of the response "ten" on two

presentations of the indicated stimulus for the Ss of group I (N =12), group II

(N=11) and group III (N =10).
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FROM NONVERBAL PROPERTIES OF SPEECH1

Ernest Kramer
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In a fantasy novel by the poet Robert Graves, a man of the distant future

asks a twentieth-century Englishman, "Do I speak with correctitude?" "With

great correctitude," he is assured, "but without the modulations of tone we

English use to express, or disguise, our feelings" (Graves, 1949, p. 1).

All of us not only use such modulations ourselves, but also make judgments

about others' current feelings and attitudes, as well as about more stable

personal characteristics, partly on the basis of how they "sound" to us.

Sullivan has stated (1954, p. 7) that these "sound accompaniments suggest

what is to be made of the verbal propositions stated." Whether or not we

can interpret them correctly, whether or not speaker and listener would

agree to their significance, these "non-verbal but nonetheless primarily vo-

cal aspects of the exchange" (Sullivan, 1954, p. 5) play an important part

in the perception of persons.

The present review of studies on the nonverbal aspects of vocal communi-

cation divides the literature into two principal categories. First, studies

of the relationship between voice and judgments of relatively stable personal

characteristics - -those characteristics which do not fluctuate from day to

day are presented. The second part is concerned with voice and those emo-

tional or affective variables which change over relatively short periods of

time. The chief focus in both sections is on experimental studies in English;

however, some foreign publications and a few theoretical and clinical papers

are iucluded.
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The section on stable characteristics of the individual is subdivided in-

to four sections. First, the major early studies of Pear (1931) and of Allport

and Cantril (1934; Cantril and Allport, 1935) are pmmentedtagether with their

theoretical background in the work of Sapir (1927). Second are studies of the

relationship between voice and physical characteristics. Included are age,

appearance, birthplace and language, birth order, body type, complexion, and

height. Third are studies of the relation between voice and an individual's

aptitudes and interests. This section includes dominant values, intelligence,

leadership, musical abilities, political preference, scholarship, and voca-

tion. Fourth are studies of voice and personality. Included are studies of

dominance, introversion-extroversion, personal adjustment within the nonclin-

ical population, psychopathology, sociability, self-concept, and finally per-

sonality in general or global terms.

The studies of the relationship of voice to the changing emotional or af-

fective state of the speaker are presented in chronological order of publica-

tion, except where a group of studies by a particular author clearly belongs

together.

Voice and the Stable Characteristics of the Individual

The linguistic theories of Sapir (1927) provided the background for the

pioneering experiments in the relation of voice to personality and emotion.

Altnough the first of these experiments (Pear, 1931) restates Sapir's theories

at some length, the particular form of the experiments does not derive
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directly from them. Sapir's paper (1927) gave much of the impetus for early

experimental work. He divided speech into five "levels": (1) voice, (2) dy-

namics, (3) pronunciation, (4) vocabulary, and (5) style. The first three

levels include the aspects of speech identified here as nonverbal; that is,

those sounds of speech which accompany the words but do not themselves form

any part of the identifying features of any particular words.

Voice. Sapir noted the absence of an adequate vocabulary for describing

voice, a problem which later papers continued to demonstrate. The acoustical

correlate to voice is probably to be found in the fundamental frequency and

the balance of amplitudes among certain harmonics which do not carry neces-

sary semantic information. Although Sapir did not speculate on the specific

connections between voice and emotion, he felt it was "clear that the nervous

processes that control voice production must share in the individual traits

of the nervous organization that control personality" (p. 897). In voice, as

in all the successive levels of speech, he stressed the fact that there were

social as well as individual determinants.

Dynamics. This includes variations in intonation patterns, rhythm, rel-

ative continuity or grouping, and speed. The social determinants of dynamics

include "the linguistically irrelevant habits of speech manipulation that are

characteristic of a particular group" (p. 901), as well as elements which are

part of the more recognized language of the speaker's community and which car-

ry semantic loading.

Pronunciation. Sapir gave most attention here to the symbolic character

of sounds in pronunciation. For example, in speaking to a child we are likely

3



to change the word "tiny" Italnii to sound like "teeny" Ltinii. There are no

rules of English grammar which justify such a change, but Sapir suggested that

"teeny" has a more directly symbolic character for speaking to children be-

cause of the smaller space in the mouth used for the "ee" vowel [i], which

gives it the value of a gesture emphasizing the feeling of smallness. Indi-

viduals vary in both the sensitivity of their response to such factors and

the extent to which such changes are adopted, consciously or unconsciously,

into their own speech. Phonetic symbolism has been discussed by Brown (1958,

pp. 110-154), who is more concerned with certain fixed pronunciations than

with the varying pronunciations of a single word.

Vocabulary and style. These last two levels are completely outside the

area of this review. Vocabulary refers specifically to those lexigraphic sym-

bols which can be found in a dictionary, and style refers to the arrangements

of these symbols into groups and the arrangements of those groups into still

larger units.

Major early studies

Pear, an English psychologist, was one of the first psychologists to be

stimulated by Sapir's (1927) exposition. Pear (1931) presented a summary of

Sapir's paper, and then expressed skepticism about many of the popular no-

tions concerning the characteristics expressed by voice. Errors in popular

notions might arise, he felt, because the sound aid look of a person are ex-

perienced as a whole. The increasing number of radios in British homes pro-

vided an opportunity to experiment with impressions based on voice alone. On
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three successive nights a selected passage was read over the air by three dif-

ferent readers each night. Report forms were requested from the listeners, and

over 4000 of the reports were sent in. The form asked the listener to judge

each speaker's sex, age, profession or occupation, experience in leading oth-

ers, locality of birth, and other localities which affected his speech. Pear

tried to avoid voices which -vere typical of a particular dialect or local ac-

cent. Seven of the nine readers were chosen on the basis of "achievement of

definite and recorded success in their own calling" (p. 156-157). It was one

of the other two speakers, Pear's eleven year old daughter, who provided the

listeners with their only problem in judging the sex of a speaker. She was

judged by 8.1% of listeners to be a boy. The judgments of the speakers' ages

tended towards a median of 39 years old; speakers younger than this were

judged to be older than their actual age, and older speakers were judged to

be younger. The actual occupations of the speakers were a detective-sergeant,

a clergyman, a buyer of ladies' tailoring, a military officer, a judge, an e-

lectrical engineer, an actor, and a private secretary. The actor and the cler-

gyman were frequently judged correctly according to profession; 58% of the lis-

teners who sent in report forms correctly identified the actor and 38% the

clergyman. Certain errors in judging professions showed,a marked consistency.

For example, the detective-sergeant was judged by 50% of the respondents to

have some out-of-door occupation, such as farmer or rancher. The most fre-

quently guessed birthplaces were those who supposed dialects are frequently

represented on the stage. The guesses, however, bore no relationship to the

speakers' actual birthplaces. The effect on speech of a locality in which
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the speaker lived later in life was most recogn- able for London, Lancastershire,

and the United States. The strongest impressions of accustomed leadership

were conveyed to the listeners by the actor, the judge, and the clergyman.

This suggests, according to Pear, that the speaker whose voice is profession

ally important may have modified it, consciously or unconsciously, toward a

decisive, authoritative tone.

Pear made no attempt to determine which aspects of voice were respon-

sible for the various judgments, although he expressed the hope that future

studies would investigate this. He speculated about the impressions these

voices would have produced on listeners who did not know English; there is

still no study which has tried to answer this question. He urged consideration

of the practical consequences of the relationship between speech and person-

ality in such fields as education, selection of teachers, and mass communica-

tion (Pear, 1932). His work was the first clear experimental demonstration

of a relationship between speech and other relatively stable characteristics

of an individual. It also demonstrated that there are what Pear and others

have referred to as vocal stereotypes; that is, certain voices which convey

a similar impression to zsny listeners, regardless of the correlation of that

impression with other measures. The presence of vocal stereotypes remains

the most frequent finding in all studies of the relationship between voice and

personality.

Allport and Cantril (1934: Cantril and Allport, 1935) ran a series of ex-

periments in which judges listened to radio voices and voices heard from be-

hind a curtain. The voices were presented in groups of three. Judgments were
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requested concerning certain groups of "inner" and "outer" characteristics.

Some of the characteristics were considered in a number of experiments, others

in only one. Among "outer" characteristics, or physical and expressive fea-

tures two experiments ehowad that the speakers' ages could be judged with an

accuracy significantly better than would be expected from chance guessing.

Only one of the four experiments which asked for judgments of the speakers'

height showed results which were significantly better than chance judgments.

Complexion was judged with better than chance accuracy in the one experiment

which included it. The authors caution against an uncritical acceptance of

so surprising a finding until more studies of it have been done. Handwriting

showed no statistically significant correlation with voice in any of the five

experiments in which the judges tried to match voice and handwriting. All-

port and Cantril consider that the lack of significant results was due to hav-

ing used judges who were untrained in handwriting analysis. Appearance of an

individual in photographs was more accurately matched with his voice than was

his actual appearance in person. The authors suggest that the difference is

due to the necessary time lapse between hearing a speaker's voice and then

having him step before the curtain, whereas with matching of voice and photo-

graphs, voice and appearance could be considered simultaneously.

Among the "inner" characteristics, or interests and traits, vocation of

the speakers was judged correctly from their voices significantly more often

than chance guessing would predict. Judgments of political preferences were

"surprisingly successful," a result attributed to certain overly distinctive
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voices in ca h group of three speakers. Judgments of extroversion-intro-

version from voice correlated significantly in a positive direction with the

speakers' scores on an extroversion-introversion scale by Heidbredder (not

further identified) in three experiments, but gave slightly negative results

in others. The correlation between the speakers' scores on the Allport A-S

Reaction Study (Allport and Allport, 1928) and judgments of ascendence and

submission made from their voiceb was significantly positive in four out of

six experiments. The negative results in the other two are explained as be-

ing due to the presence in those speaker groups of an actually submissive

professor who had purposely cultivated an ascendant manner for classroom pur-

poses. Judgments of dominant values gave mixed results when compared to the

speakers' scores on the Allport and Vernon Study of Values (Allport and Ver-

non, 1931). Summary sketches of the speakers were, on the average, more cor-

rectly matched with their voices than was any single quality.

The general findings of the study were: (l) "Many features of many per-

sonalities can be determined from voice"; (2) there is more uniforety of

judgment than accuracy stereotypes play an important part in judgments;

(3) "inner" traits are judged more consistently and more correctly than are

physical and expressive features; (4) judgments are influenced by hetero-

geneity in the judged group; and (5) the more information available about an

individual, as in the summary sketches, the more accurately can his voice be

matched correctly with the information. The authors concluded their study

with the comment (Allport and Cantril, 1934, p. 55), "Since the criteria are

imperfect, it must be borne in mind that the human voice may reveal even more
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concerning personality than our results indicate."

Physical characteristics

Age. Both Pear (1931) and Allport and Cantril (1934) found significant

positive correlations between the age of their speakers and the estimates of

age made from the speakers' voices. Both studies also found a tendency for

the estimates of age to center in the thirties. Herzog (1933), in Germany,

also found a significant correlation between age judgments from the voice and

the true age of the speaker.

Appearance. Allport and Cantril (1934) found that judges could match

a speaker's appearance with his voice with an accuracy significantly better

than chance.

Birth order. Koch (1956) found differences in articulation between first-

and second-born siblings. In opposite sex pairs the first born stuttered

more. The reverse was true of the same sexed siblings. When siblings were

very close in age, girls articulated better than boys, but at wider age spac-

ings no sex difference was apparent. No cross-validation or attempt to post-

diet birth order from voice was reported.

Birthplace and language. Pear (1931) found that the birthplaces most

frequently assigned by listeners to the speakers they heard were those places

whose dialects, or supposed dialects, were most frequently portrayed on the

stage. There was little actual correlation between the true birthplaces and

those judged correct. Pear attempted to use speakers whose speech was not

characteristic of a particular dialect, but there I.E. no evidence reported as

9
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to hov successful he was in this.

A person's place of birth is clearly a determinant of the language or

dialect he speaks. The importance of the pitch contour of speech (the chang-

ing patterns in the fundamental frequency) in conveying impressions of accent

and language was demonstrated by Cohen and Starkveather (1961). They found

that English-speaking listeners could judge whether or not they were hearing

a recording made from English speech, even after the recording had been

passed through a low-pass filter which removed all those higher frequencies

required for recognition of words (French and Steinberg, 1947) . Nionrad-

Krohn (1947, 1957) has noted certain types of brain damage in which certain

aspects of the speaker's intonation pattern, which he calls "prosody", are

distorted, giving the listener the impression of a person speaking with a

foreign accent.

Body type. The study by Fay and Aiddleton on voice and Kretschmerian

body types (1940a) was one of a series of nine experiments, begun in 1939,

on the relationship of voice to various stable and changing characteristics

of a person. In all of the studies, the voices of the speakers were trans-

mitted over a public address system or tape recorded, and recorded music was

played in the interval between different voices. The listening judges wrote

down whatever judgment the particular experiment called for during the inter-

val of music; "there was never any sile._ae" (1939a, p. 149). No information

was reported on what music or type of music was used; it is impossible to say

what effect on the judgments the music itself may have had. In their study on

voice and body types (1940a), the authors took no actual morphological meas-



u..ements of the speakers, but merely assigned each of them to one of the

Kretschmerian types on the basis of his superficial appearance. Since actual

measurements were considered a necessary step in !lassification by Kretschmer

(1925), the speakers may not have truly represented good examples of the clas-

sification given to them. Listeners were asked to match the speakers' voices

with paragraphs describing the three Kretschmerian body types. The athletic

type was matched no better than if the matching had been a matter of chance

alone. The pyknic and leptosomatic types were matched With only slightly bet-

ter accuracy. A study, done in Germany (Bonaventura, 1935), in which voices

were matched with photographs of the Kretschmerian types found the same order

of relative success in matching: pyknic matched most accurately, then lepto-

somatic, and finally athletic.

Complexion. Allport and Cantril (1934) found their judges able to es-

timate speakers' complexions from their voice:: with otatistically significant

accuracy. The unexpectedress of this result caused the authors to caution

strongly against accepting a general relationship without replication of the

study.

Height. Herzog 01933) found that voices could be matched with the dif-

fering heights of the speakers with an accuracy better than what chance guess-

ing would predict. Allport and Cantril (1934), however, ran four experiments

iu which judges attempted to match height and voice, and successful matching

occurred in only one of the for.
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Aptitudes and interests

Dominant values. Allport and Cantril (1934) found mixed results in a

number of experiments in which listeners estimations of a speaker's dominant

values were compared with the speaker's scores on the Allport- Vernon Study

of Values (Allport and Vernon, 1931). The study was largely replicated by

Fay and Middleton (1939a), who found a correlation of +.52 between the speak-

er's test placement and listeners' judgments of the dominant value types to

which they belonged. Not all the Sprenger value types which the Study of

Values measures were equally well estimated from the speakers' voices. The

types "judged most accurately in terms of mean percentage superior to

chance are: political, 46 per cent; aesthetic, 29 per cent; social, 23 per

cent" (p. 154).

Intellienm. Michael and Crawford (1927) had a single judge rate a

number of students on various voice qualities. These ratings were compared

with each student's scholarship record and with a measure of his intelligence

based on a group test by Thurstone (not further identified). Low positive

correlations were found between "good inflection" and both scholarship and

intelligence; correlations were not improved by adding other factors to in-

flection. The judge, who knew some of the students prior to the experiment,

did better on judging students who were unfamiliar to him. The authors as-

cribe this to the ctifficulty of judging inflection in familiar voices. Fay

and Middleton (1940c) found a correlation of +.33 between estimates of in-

telligence from voice and speakers' I.Q.'s as measured by the 'remain Group

Test of Mental Ability (Terman, 1920). Positive results all came from the
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identification of superior I.Q.'s. Ss of below average I.Q. were, as a group,

rated as than the average group. Fay and Middleton suggest that this

finding may have been the result of one person in the average group whose voice

seems to have been a remarkable stereotype of low intelligence. The authors

add (p. 190), "Possibly all the ratings indicate voice stereotypes. The

fact that some of them agree with the test results of intelligence may be

purely coincidental."

Leadership. Pear (1931) found that his listeners gave the highest rat-

ings of leaderslc,I. to those readers whose voices were important to their pro-

fessional roles: the actor, the judge, and the clergyman. He used no inde-

pendent criterion for leadership. Fay and Middleton (1943) had the 15 fresh-

man fraternity men who were their speakers rated for leadership by 10 seniors

in the fraternity who had known the freshmen for six weeks. These ratings

showed virtually no correlation with ratings of leadership made from the

voices of the freshmen speakers. The reliability of the voice ratings was

+.41. The authors feel that this degree of social agreement, in the face of

no actual accuracy compared to the criterion, suggests the presence of vocal

stereotypes of leadership.

Musical abilities. Ramm (1946) found that monotonism was related to

below average musical abilities in 25 fifth graders. She defined monotoniam

as the inability to carry a tune, even though individual notes could be

matched. This would seem likely to affect the intonation pattern of speech,

but Ramm makes no specific mention of the children's speech. The connections

between voice and music provide some of the conceptual framework for a
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theoretical paper on "speech melody' by Zucker' (1946). He stresses the im-

portance of speech melody in language teaching. His suggestion that one step

in learning a language might be to blot out the words.by some electro-a2ous-

tical device is an interesting anticipation of the later use of speech filter-

ing in psychological studies of language.

Political preference. Allport and Cantril (1934) attribute the success

of their judges in judging political preference from voice to the fact that

each group of three speakers contained one person whose voice was a typical

and marked stereotype of some political type.

Scholarship. There is only the study by Michael and Crawford (1927), re-

viewed above under the heading "Intelligence."

Vocation. Both Pear (1931) and Allport and Cantril (1934) found that

listeners could judge a speaker's profession with an accuracy significantly

beyond what chance alone would predict. In a later study, Fay and Middleton

039a) found less positive results. Only the voice of a ureacher was cor-

rectly identified consistently better than chance, and it was frequently mis-

taken for .that of a lawyer.

Personality

Dominance. Allport and Cantril (1934) found a significant positive cor-

relation between judgments of dominance made from voice and the speakers'

scores on the Allport A-S Reaction Study (Allport and Allport, 1928). Eisen-

berg and Zalowitz (1938) used the Maslow Social Personality Inventory (Maslow,

1937) to obtain criterion scores on dominance for their 16 speakers. The
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judgments of dominance made from the speakers' voices show more social agree-

ment than correctness and no relationship between agreement and correctness.

The authors note that if the three or fout "easiest-to-judge" lir zes were re-

moved from the total of 16, judgments would be no better than one would ex-

pect on the basis of chance alone. Moore (1939) had 453 students both rate

themselves and have 10-other students rate them on various personal quali-

ties, including dominance. At least two judges, "trained in speech and work-

ing independently agreed in the classification of each voice`' of the 453

(p. 33). Students who were classified as having a "breathy" voice quality

were those who had ranked lowest in dominance, while those with a "nasal

whine" ranked slightly higher. The study well illustrates the lack, noted

by Sapir (1927), of an adequate vocabulary for describilg voice. Mallory and

Miller (1958) gave their Ss, all females, the Bernreuter Personality Inventory

(Bernreuter,.1931) to obtain scores, on submissiveness, introversion, and dom-

inance. Judgments of dominance were then made from the Ss's readings of a

standard passage. No information is reported as to who the judges were or as

to what were the exact categories of judging. A "slight positive association"

is reported between dominance and the voice qualities of loudness, resonance,

and lower pitch. The authors state that they were testing the hypothesis

that certain vocal habits are associated with particular personality traits

because they are established by the same sequence of early events. It should

be noted, however, that the actual study is completely ahistorical.

The Bernreuter Personality Inventory (Bernreuter, 1931), used in the

study above, has been the most frequently used instrument for personality
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assessment in the studies reported in this review. The following cautions

concerning its interpretation should be kept in mind in weighing the results

)f studies using it (Tyler, 1953): (1) the test is affected by the conscious

as well as the unconscious set of the subject; (2) artifacizvo correlations

within the test seem to permit clear measurement of only two characteristics,

one having to do with general emotional stability and the other with soci-

ability or self-sufficiency; and (3) adjusted and maladjusted. groups show

much overlap, and behavior problems cannot be identified from normals. These

considerations, especially the second and third, seriously weaken the value

of Bernreuter scores as criteria against which judgments based on voice may be

validated. The lack of adequate independent criteria is a recurring problem

throughout the studies reviewed here.

Introversion-extroversion. Moore, (1939) in the study discussed above

under "Dominance," found that individuals with a "breathy" quality of voice

were high in introversion, as measured by the Bernreuter Inventory (Bern-

reuter, 1931). Fay and Middleton (1942) found that their judges had no ac-

tual success in identifying introversion from voice, but the presence of agree-

ment among the judges in their ratings provided further evidence for the pres-

ence of vocal stereotypes. Mallory and Miller (1958), discussed above under

"Dominance," found that Bernreuter scores on introversion were related nega-

tively to loudness, low pitch, and resonance in the voice, and unrelated to

rate of speaking.

Personality adjustment. Moore (1939), in a study already noted above,

found a "breathy" quality of voice positively related to neurotic tendencies
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as measured by the Bernreuter Inventory (Bernreuter, 1931). Duncan (1945)

had his speakers rated for voice quality by fellow speech students after

three weeks in class. He also obtained speakers' Social Adjustment scores

on the Bell Inventory (Bell, 1934)0 Of the 30 descriptive voice terms used

in the ratings of voice quality, 11 could be used to identify whether the

speaker had been low or high in his Social Adjustment score. No cross-

validation of these discriminating terms was reported. The author notes that

the speakers also took the Bernreuter Inventory, but when no significant cor-

relations between Bernreuter scores and voice ratings appeared, "the Bern -

reuter was excluded from further use in this study" (p. 50). Ramm (1946),

in the study noted above under "Musical abilities," found that 25 fifth gra-

ers with monotonism showed inadequate social and emotional adjustment on a

number of personality tests, especially the Rorschach. Unfortipnately, no

control group of non-monotone fifth graders was used. The lack of a control

group makes the interpretation of Rorschach scores particularly tentative,

since there is no adequate normative dat-t on children's Rorschach perform-

ances as reflections of general personality adjustment. Studies on the re-

lationship between voice End more extremely deviations in personal adjustment

are reviewed below, under "Psychopathology."

Psychopathology. Although practicing clinicians have been well aware of

the importance of the nonverbal aspects of voice for problems of diagnosis

and therapy (Sullivan, 1954; Lacey, 1959; Shakow, 1959), few experimental

studies have been done. Moskowitz (1951, 1952) studied the voices of schiz-

ophrenics, but her report on the diagnostic significance of "monotonous,
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weak, gloomy, and unsustained" voices is less an aid in psychodiagnosis than

a reminder of Sapir's (1927) lament over the lack of an adequate language

for describing voice. A study on schizophrenic children (Goldfarb, W" Brau-

stein, Patricia, and Lorge, I., 1956) reported that these youngsters, com-

pared with a normal group, were ineffective in conveying mood or emotion

vocally, giving the effect of either no emotion or one which "has little or

no relation to the language content" (p. 549). Ostwald (1960) has made some

tentative suggestions about the relationships between certain types of psy-

chiatric patients and the spectrum analyses of their speech. His article

is chiefly concerned with the techniques of speech spectrum analysis; he pre-

sents no evidence on the validity of the diagnostic impressions derived from

the spectrograms. He notes that the voice records may be superimposed for

comparison of different patients.

Among the publications by Moses (1941, 1942, 1954; Jones, 1942), it is

his Voice of Neurosis (1954) which presented in the fullest detail the founda-

tion and implications of his belief that "voice is the primary expression of

the individual, and even through voice alone the neurotic pattern may be dis-

covereflp. 1). Moses is aware of the dalgers of misleading vocal stereo-

types. He also recognizes the need for basing judgments on different frames

of reference in different social and linguistic groups. He has clearly made

an attempt to set down the relevant voice variables and his method of ridging

them in the most objective manner possible. A large part of his work, however,

remains exclusively the analysis of the single expert clinician. Some of his

voice categories do seen quantifiable; for example, "range" as the range of
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fundamental frequencies used, and "rhythm" as a stress pattern of the changes

in amplitude over time. But other categories, such as "registers" and "melism"

("the vocal means of eApressing personal appeal," (p. 72), nee0 much redefin-

ing before they can be submitted to close experimental investigation. Des-

pite this weakness, Moses's clinical acumen and experience are important in

an area marked by the inadequacy of experimental studies.

Self-concept. Moore (1939), in a study noted above, found that individ-

uals with a "breathy" quality of voice rated themselves lower in desirable

T'irsonal qualities than others rated them, while those with "harsh" and "me-

tallic" voices rated themselves higher. Wolff (1943) had subjects rating

voices on various personal characteristics. Unknown to the raters, their own

voices were included. Only 10.5% recognized their own voices. The "uncon-

scious self-judgments," as Wolff terms the ratings of the others, agreed in

general with the personality ratings done of the voice by others, but they

tended to judge each characteristic as more extreme or more obviously pres-

ent than did others' ratings.

Sociability. Fay and Middleton (1941) obtained sociability scores on

their speakers by having them take the Bernreuter Inventory (Bernreuter,

1931). The recorded voices were then presented to listeners who were asked

to rate them for sociability. Each voice was presented twice, with the order

of presentation changed the second time. No significant correlation was found

between sociability ratings and Bernreuter scores. The reliability of lis-

tener ratings, based on the two presentations of each voice, was .40. Some

voices seemed to be stereotypes of extreme sociability or unsociability.
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Personality. The studies reviewed in this section are those which deal

with personality in general or global terms, rather than in terms of specific

aspects or traits. Allport and Cantril (1934) found that listeners were more

successful in matching summary sketches of their speakers to the correct

voices than they were in matching any Tingle trait. Taylor (1934) had his

speakers fill out a questionnaireof 136 items, including items from Thurs-

tone's Personality Schedule (Thurstone and Thurstone, 1929). He then had a

large number of judges, at least 20 for each voice, listen to the speakers

read a standard passage. After listening, the judges filled out the same

questionnaire for each speaker, as they judged the speaker to be on the ba-

sis of his voice. Detailed findings were not reported, but the general con-

clusions drawn were: "1. There is clearly a high degree of social agree-

ment in judging the personality traits of people with speech as the only

guide. 2. Social judgments thus based on speech bear no relationship to

the judgments of the subjects themselves.... 3. There is a tendency for the

auditors to be most consistent in their judgments when they agree least with

the subjects' self-rating..." (p. 240. Stagner (1936) took issue with pre-

vious studies for dealing with voice as an unanalyzable whole. He had 10

speakers, reading a standard passage, rated by 25 listeners on the speech

traits of voice intensity, flow of speech, poise, and clearness. The lis-

teners also made ratings of the personality traits of aggressiveness and

nervousness. Under "general impression" listeners seem to have made ratings

of both general voice quality and general personality characteristics. Split-

half reliabilities for all categories except aggressiveness, which was less
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reliably judged, were between .70 and .90. The speakers filled out the Bern-

reuter Personality Inventory ( Bernreuter, 1931) and the Wisconsin Scale of

Personality Traits (Stagner, 1937,, but no consistent relationship was found

between test scores and any of the listener ratings. Stegner interpreted the

lack of correlation between listener ratings and Bernreuter scores to mean a

lack of relationship between self-judgments of personality and social iudg-

ments based on voice. Among the personality and speech quality ratings based

on voice, vocal intensity shoved the least intercorrelation among vocal qual-

ity categories with the two personality trait categories of nervousness and

aggression. poise, and clearness all correlated positively with ag -.

gression and negatively with nervousness. Jones (1942) gave the Rorschach

test to an adolescent boy and also made a recording of the boy's voice. The

test protocol was given to a well known Rorschach analyst, Piotrowski, and

the voice recording was given to Moses for analysis. The two independent

analyses were considered to match well with each other. Moses (1942) has

listed the 21 variables he used in making his analysis. The problems involved

in their validation and use by others are those discussed above under "Psy-

chopathology," in connection with other work by Moses (1954). Brieland

(1949, 1950), studying the speech of the blind, found no significant cor-

relations between judges' ratings of effectiveness in speech and Bernreuter

scores (Bernreuter, 1931) in either his blind or his sighted group.

Wolff (1943) had listeners write a free description of their impres-

sions of the personalities of speakers whom they heard on recordings. From

these descriptions, which suggested considerable communality of judgment,
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Wolff decided on summary terms. Listeners then heard the speakers presented

in groups of three and attempted to match the voices with the summary terms.

Wolff tried to estimate the actual validity of these judgments by compar-

ing them with ratings done by personal friends of the speakers. He reports

high agreement among listeners on matching voices with summary personality

terms and significant agreement between these matchings and ratings by the

speakers' friends. The details of the findings are not reported. Stark-

weather (1955b, 1956b) studied vocal differences between a normal group and

a group which had high scores on a personality test (Harris, 1953) which

distinguishes hypertensives from normals. He predicted that individuals

with the hypertensive personality syndrome would show greater incongruence

between the verbal and the nonverbal aspects of their speech than would

normals. The measure of incongruence was the discrepancy between judges'

ratings of the emotional content of typescripts of what the subjects had

said and their ratings of recordings of the subjects' speech from which the

verbal aspects had been removed. The hypothesis was not supported, but the

study is interesting because of the technique used for removing verbal con-

tent. The speech samples were passed through a low-pass filter which held

back those higher frequencies of sound upon which word recognition depends

(French and Steinberg, 1947; Licklider and Miller, 1951). The characteris-

tic personal tone quality of the voice is also altered by the filtering, but

many of the nonverbal aspects, such as stress patterns and intonation pat-

terns based on changes in the fundamental frequency, still remain. Stark-

weather used recordings of rule-playing sessions which 'had been recorded on
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Gray Audograph Equipment at Berkeley's Institute for Personality. Assessment

and Research. It seems quite possible that this low-fidelity sound equip-

ment cut out more frequencies than merely those above 450 cps which Stark-

weather meant to eliminate; it also may well have introduced some distortions

into the recording. Despite these inadequacies in the recording equipment,

the judges showed significant agreement in rating the emotional content of

the filtered speech.

Voice and Changing Emotional States

The effect of emotions on the throat and breathing muscles involved in

voice production was noted by speech teachers (Blanton, 1915) even before any

psychological studies of voice and emotion were done. Lynch (1934) consid-

ered fundamental frequency to be one of the parameters of speech most likely

to be affected by emotionally mediated tension. In his experiment, both

trained and untrained readers read not only factual material, but also dra-

matic material calling for grief and anger. Trained readers showed more var-

iation in the fundamental frequency of their voices between the different

types of reading; they also showed more variety in fundamental frequency

among themselves than did untrained readers. For both groups of readers

the average pitch level was highest for anger, next highest fcr grief, and

lowest for factual material. The pitch range in the readings was greatest

for anger, next widest for factual, and narrowest for material calling for

grief. Skinner (1935) tried to eliminate the presence of verbal content by

having his subjects say merely "ah." They first read a passage of emotional
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literature and listened to selected music in order to put themselves into a

happy or sad emotional, state. No independent measure was included in the

study of how-successful this emotion-inducing procedure proved to be. Skin-

ner found that the ah's of happiness showed higher pitch and greater force

than those of sadness. Ortleb (1937) had his subjects read emotional lit-

erature aloud. He found that pitch, intensity, and duration tend to rise

together in emphasized syllables. Fairbanks and Pronovost (1939; Fairbanks,

1940) had actors read five passages, each Marked by a"different emotion:

Listeners-heard only a set of sentences that was common to the five pas-

sages, and were asked to identify the emotional tone of the entire original

passage from the sound of these excerpts. Some of the actors seemed to pro-

vide much clearer vocal differentiation of emotion than did others. The au-

thors found measurable pitch differences among the different emotions, using

average measures from the different readings. This and all other studies

using trained actors must, however, be interpreted with caution. Stage

speech seems to have markedly different qualities from normal speech (Cowan,

1936). Furthermore, an actor is likely to portray just that stereotype of

emotion which listeners from the same social-cultural milieu would find eas-

iest to recognize.

Dusenbury and Knower (1939) asked a group of speech students and instruc-

tors to "try to feel the designated emotional state and to use a tonal code

which would indicate their feelings" (p. 67) while reciting the letters A

through K. Eleven emotions were designated. Twenty-two such recitations

were recorded, and eight of these sets were selected on the basis of pretests
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to be matched by listeners with a list of emotions. All recordings were

matched with the emotion which the speaker had tried to represent with sig-

nificantly greater than chance accuracy. Another group of listeners heard

only part of each A through K recitation, and they did significantly ltss

well at matching them with the correct emotions. This study, like similar

ones described below, may merely have measured the ability of an individual

to communicate a shared vocal stereotype to his listeners. The study does

not consider whether these individuals, or any others, would use these par-

ticular "tonal codes" when experiencing these emotions in real life situa-

tions. tKnower (1941) had speakers both speak and whisper the letters A

through K in terms of a designated emotional state. Different groups of

listeners tried to match emotions with these recordings played forwards, and

other groups did their matching with the recordings played backwards. Knower

felt that whispered speech would eliminate the effects of "tons" since the

fundamental frequency of the voice is not present in a whisper. Playing the

recordings backwards was intended to investigate the effects of "pattern"

on the emotional expression. All conditions are reported as giving better

than chance recognition of the emotions the speakers were trying to express.

Decreasingly successful results were found for voiced speech played forwards,

whispered speech forwards, voiced backwards, and whispered backwards.

Fay and Middleton (1940b) tried to determine whether listeners could dis-

tinguish whether or not a speaker was rested or tired by the sound of his

voice. The "rested" speakers had their normal amounts of sleep, while the

"tired" group had gone without sleep for 30 hours. None of the speakers had
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any speech defects, "nor, in the opinion of the writers, did any of the speak-

ers possess voices noticeably lacking in vitality" (p. 646). This opinion

seems not to have corresponded with the perceptions of the listeners. The ac-

curacy of the listeners in assigning speakers to the correct group, rested or

tired, was less than would be predicted by chance. The authors feel that "the

existence of stereotyped tired and rested voices" (p. 649) was probably the

reason for the worse than chance results. In another study, Fay and Middleton

(1941b) asked listeners to judge whether a speaker was telling the truth or

lying. Lying was identified with "an accuracy slightly exceeding chance"

(p. 215), while truth-telling seemed to have no distinguishing characteris-

tics which permitted better than random guessing.

Fairbanks and Hoagland (1941) selected a passage of prose which was sub-

ject to different interpretations. They had six different amateur actors

each read the passage with five different simulated emotional states. Lis-

teners could differefltiate representations of anger, fear, and indifference

as a grv-43 from representations of contempt and grief. Anger, fear, and in-

difference were all characterized by a rapid rate of speaking, with short

phonations and short pauses, but they could not be distinguished from each

other by these measures. The representations of contempt and grief were both

characterized by a slow rate of speaking. Both phonation and pauses were e-

qually prolonged in passages read with contempt. The relatively slow rate

of speaking which marked representations of grief was almost entirely due to

prolongation of pauses, particularly between phrases.

Brody (1943) called attention to subtle variations in patients' voices
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during the course of psychoanalysis. He presented several cases in which vo-

cal changes seemed to mark major emotional stages in therapy. He regards vo-

cal expression as a relatively safe way to act out hostile feelings during

analysis.

Baker and Harris (1949) had their subjects take a word intelligibility

test, speaking words aloud, under conditions of stress and no stress. In the

stress condition the speakers were threatened with the possibility of electric

shock (never actually given). The subjects later took the Rorschach Test,

and these results were compared with their articulation scores and their

speech intensity (average speech power) under stress. Unfortunately, the scor-

ing system used for the Rorschach was, although based on other systems, highly

adapted'for this study, making results hard to.generalize. Form level, which

here seems to be a measure of the ability to see the stimuli as most others

see them, was positively related to variability of intensity. One possible

interpretation is that form level, which has been interpreted as a sign of

ego strength (Klopfer, B., Ainsworth, Mary, Klopfer, W. G., and Holt, R. R.,

1954), reflected an ability and freedom to vary performance under varying con-

ditions of stress; no instruction to keep intensity constant was given to the

subjects.

Thompson and Bradway (1950) had two psychologists act out a therapeutic

interview in which they actually spoke only numbers, although with the inflec-

tions which a genuine exchange between patient and therapist might have had.

The two participants each listened separately to recordings of the session and

made statements about the "affective interchange." The authors report that the
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statements of each psychologist were significantly correlated with those of

the other. The technique is recommended for use in teaching psychotherapy,

based on the authors' assumption that, "when in a content-free interview, one

takes the role of a therapist, he feels like a therapist. When he takes a

patient role, he feels like a patient" (p. 323). Pfaff (1954) had an "ex-

perienced speaker" use numerals to express a variety of emotions. Various

groups of listeners tried to identify the emotions portrayed. The listeners

were college students with speech problems, college students without speech

problems, college majors in oral interpretation and in mathematics, and jun-

for high school students of above and below average socio-economic status.

All groups did better than chance at guessing the emotions. As a whole, those

college students without speech problems did better than those with speech

problems. Junior high school students of lower socio-economic status did

least well of any group at identifying the emotions, while college oral inter-

pretation students did best. A partial interpretation of the results may be

that the "experienced speaker" drew from the same stock of stereotypes and

stage techniques with which the college oral interpretation students were most

familiar. The low ranking of the junior high school students of low socio-

economic status suggests the hypothesis that the "tonal affect language" may

be different, at least to some extent, for different classes in a society.

Soskin (1953) described vocal communication in terms of two channels in

a paper which dealt principally with the implications of these channels for

psychotherapy. "Semantic information" is carried in the channel consisting of

the articulated patterns of sounds which we recognize as words and sentences.
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"Affective information" is carried in the channel bearing the changing, non-

verbal features of the voice. This affect channel is the first one recognized

by the infant. Later, as the child learns words, he sometimes finds himself

in conflict over contradictory messages: words spoken with an emotional mes-

sage that belies their semantic content. In adult life, we ordinarily expect

a listener to focus most of his attention on the semantic content, and we ob-

ject if he ignores this in order to focus primarily on the affective message.

In psychotherapy, however, the therapist may choose to concentrate on the af-

fective channel. This channel is less consciously controlled than is the se-

mantic channel. One goal of the psychotherapist may be to enable the patient

to recognize for himself the nature of the affective message he is communi-

cating. Soskin and Kauffman (1961; Kauffman, 1954) studied the interactions

of these channels through a technique which permitted some separation of the

two. They passed speech samples through a low-pass filter which sharply at-

tenuated frequencies above 450 cps. With the higher frequencies removed,

speech intelligibility remains only for some common prepositions, articles,

and conjunctions; the nouns and verbs which make continuing semantic content

clear can no longer be recognized (Fletcher, 1953; French and Steinberg, 1947).

Early studies with this technique made it clear that the remaining frequencies

still carry much affective information (Soskin and Kauffman, 1961). Fifteen

voice samples and a list of emotions for categorizing them were presented to

two groups of listeners. One group heard the samples after they had been

passed through the filter, the other group heard the unfiltered speech. The

emotional category most frequently chosen for each sample was generally the



same for the two groups. The authors next presented filtered speech samples

to a group of listeners who had been given a special scheme for categorizing

the emotions. The samples were first judged for the major emotional states

involved, then for subdivisions of. these states, and finally for still finer

subcategories. The listeners gr-:,erally agreed significantly with each other

in their use of the first two levels) but not at the third level. The.ex-

perimenters note that the filtering technique effectively eliminates the se-

mantic channel, but unfortunately also eliminates that part of the affective

channel message which they feel resides in the middle frequencies of speech.

Kauffman (1954) had a professional actor record two readings of a ser-

ies of short speeches, In one reading the actor read with an emotional ex-

pression which was appropriate to the words of each speech, while in the

other reading he used an expression which was highly incongruent with the

verbal content. The recordings were passed through a low-pass filter to re-

move the semantic content. One group of listeners judged the second series

of speeches for incongruity by comparing the filtered recordings with type-

scripts of the speeches. Separate groups rated the typescripts alone, and

the full range and filtered recordings. The rating scheme was similar to

that described above (Soskin and Kauffman, 1961), but Kauffman also classi-

fied the "meanings" of the rating categories into two main divisions: (1) ex-

pressive, "affect meanings relevant to the psychological state of the speaker,"

and (2) "manipulative meanings relevant to the purposive behavior of the

speaker." He found that both the vocal and verbal channels, corresponding to

the affective and semantic channels of Soskin (1953), carry information about
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both the expressive and manipulative meanings in speech. There is, however,

a tendency for the expressive function to be performed by the vocal channel

and the manipulative by the verbal. Incongruence between vocal and verbal

channels was reflected in greater heterogeneity of judmients, particularly

in the judging of expressive. meanings by those who heard only the filtered

recordings. Heterogeneity of judgments was assumed to be a meas'ire of am-

biguity. There was, then, a consistent negative correlation between the de-

gree of congruence of the vocal and verbal channels and the amount of ambi-

guity.

Starkweather (1955a, 1956a) sampled tecordings of the 1954 Army - McCarthy

hearings for three excerpts each of the voices of Senator McCarthy and Mr.

Welch. The excerpts were chosen to fit the categories: matter-of..fact, chal-

lenging, and indignant. Word-free recordings were prepared by passing the

excerpts through a low-pass filter which sharply attenuated frequencies above

300 cps. These filtered samples were presented twice, in counter-balanced

order, to 12 clinical psychologists who rated them for which of the three con-

text categories they best fitted, for their degree of pleasantness and unpleas-

antness, and for the amount of emotion present. There was significant inter-

judge agreement, although the judges themselves insisted that they had no con-

fidence in their own ratings.

The judged amounts of pleasantness and over-all emotion present tended

to increase as more judgments were made. The raters were then given a normal,

unfiltered presentation of the excerpts and asked to place them again into the

most appropriate context category. A comparison of the categories assigned
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To the filtered and unfiltered recordings indicates that Mr. Welch's voice

was judged appropriate to the verbal content, while the Senator's voice was

judged to be without variation.

Black and Dreher (1955) reported a series of four experiments relevant

to the nonverbal aspects of speech. In the first, listeners were given re-

cordings, played at various speeds, of unfamiliar voices reading factual ma-

terial. The listeners' task was to restore the voice recordings to their

original speeds by adjusting the turntable speed. Their success in doing so

is regarded by the authors as demonstrating that there is some combined pat-

tern of pitch, rate, and timbre which constitutes for most listeners the

sound of a "normal" voice. In the second study, readers recorded a factual

passage before and after their pupils had been dilated by a drug. The au-

thors give no information as to what drug was used or what its effect on

other bodily functions may have been. The post-dilation readings were se-

lected so as not to include any which were obviously heavily distorted by

reading errors and hesitations as a function of increasing dilation. Lis-

teners were asked to judge whether readings sounded "certain" or "uncertain."

Post-dilation readings were judged significantly more uncertain. Listeners

also judged speakers' voices to be more tired and less alert after dilation

than before. Fay and Middleton (1940b) had failed to find differences be-

tween rested and tired speakers where separate groups were used for each con-

dition, but differences were noted in the present study where the same group

of speakers were heard under two conditions.

Hargreaves and Starkweather (1961) have demonstrated that certain drugs
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have their own marked effects on vocal behavior. In their third study, Black

and Dreher asked inexperienced readers to simulate certainty or uncertainty

in reading a list of five-syllable phrases. Listeners were able to distinguish

between the two types of reading with high reliability. For the fourth study,

the phrase "some of them like to hurry" was imbedded in different contexts,

calling for characterizations of a police sergeant, a business man, and a fu-

neral director. The readers were 12 unselected NROTC :?ersonnel. Listeners

with lists of the three characterizations were able t.) match hearings of

the key phrase with the appropriate characterizatf.m for nine of the 12 read-

ers. Measurements of average fundamental frequency, changes in fundamental

frequency, duration of the reading, and sound pressure level were made of the

recordings. No single variable differentiated consistently among the three

types of characterizations. The authors suggest that the tendencies and in-

teractions which may possibly have provided the cues for identification were:

policemanloud, low pitch; business manslow, variable pitch; funeral di-

rectorfast, soft, monopitch.

Goldman- Eisler measured different aspects of rate of speech and breath-

ing rate in a series of studies on noncontent aspects of speech during psy-

chotherapeutic interviews (1955, 1956a, 1956b). The most fully reported of

these studies (1956b) focuses on rate of respiration (RR) and expulsion

rate of syllables (ER). RR was hypothesized to be an indicator of strength

of effect, and ER was presumed to indicate ease and spontaneity of expression

of affect. A "ventilation index" of RR/ER was also considered an important

measure: "... high values belong to content implying free-flowing or outgoing
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affect and the low indices...belong to topics of restricted emotionality,

which implies tension states..." (p. 48). These measures were taken on eight

patients during psychotherapy interviews and were compared with the emotions

presented in the interviews. For five of the patients the emotional classi-

fication of the content was apparently considered, self-evident; a single psy-

chiatrist rated the content for each of the remaining three patients. The

content, thus classified, supported the hypotheses concerning ER, RR, and

RR/ER. With this kind of "validation" the study seems more a source than a

test of hypotheses.

Mahl (1956, 1959) has been concerned with the role of slier-1,1es and dis-

turbances in speech as indicators of changing emotional states in psychother-

apy. At times he has referred to these as "expressive aspects of speech"

(1959), but they have chiefly been treated as disruptions in the speech proc-

ess rather than as part of the simultaneous nonverbal accompaniment to spoken

words which is the center of focus in the present review of studies. Mahl

initially concentrated on two measures (1956), the "Speech-Disturbance Ratio"

and the "Patient-Silence Ratio." The first of these is the total number of

such disturbances as all's, corrections in sentences, stutters, intruding in-

coherent sounds, and tongue slips, divided by the total number of words the

patient speaks; the second is the ratio of seconds of silence to total number

of seconds available to the patient in which he might speak. These measures

were validated against judgments of emotional change made from typescripts

which the secretary had leared of speech disturbances. The typescripts were

divided into "motivational phases," and the change from phase to phase



compared with changing values for the two ratios. Mahl concluded that "the

two measures discriminate 'something' between-sessions and within-sessions

for a given patient" (1956, p. 14). Krause (1961) has shown that Mahl's meas-

ures are highly similar to the measures of speech disruption used by Dibner

(1956) as indicators of anxiety. Krause and Pilisuk (1961), using measures

from both Mahl and Dibner, found that "intrusive nonverbal sounds, mainly

laughs and sighs" were the best indicators of transitory anxiety.

Ochai and Fukumura (1957) found that the quality they term "naturalness"

in voice "is distributed in the upper and lower regions (of the speech spec-

trum) almost uniformly," as are the "timbre nuance shades in personal

voice..." (p. 393). This might serve as a cautioning reminder of how much

of the nonverbal, yet personal, attributes of voice are lost in studies where

verbal content is removed by removing the higher frequencies of speech.

Effects of praise and blame on speech physiology are noted by Malmo, Boag,

and Smith (1957). Following praise, the tension of the subject's speech mus-

cles, as measured by electromyograph, fano off rapidly, as contrasted with

the sustained tension following adverse criticism. Measurements on the psy-

chologist who was offering the praise or blame showed the same muscle tension

pattern in him. In another part of the study, involving a series of interviews

over a number of days, the authors found that the subjects had cardiac changes

which correlated significantly at the 1% level with the interviewer's "good"

or "bad" days as noted in his diary of his own feelings and moods. Yet the

only variable in the actual interview situation which seemed to vary with the
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caruiac changes and the "good" and "bad" days was that on the examiner's very

worst days his voice "may have been higher in pitch and smoother in texture"

(Lacey, 1959).

Pittinger and Smith (1957) have suggested that certain approaches and

classification schemes drawn from linguistics' might contribute td psycholog-

ical and psychiatric explorations of voice. Their "vocal qualifiers" include

six categories: (1) intensity, (2) over-all pitch range, (3) pitch intervals

between the four pitch levels of the intonation pattern (4) degree of tension

or laxness of the vocal organs, and (5) tempo for the sequential march of

words within the context. These categories overlap with those used in a study

by Eldred and Price (1958), which also drew on. linguistic schemata. The cat-

egories of alterations of pitch, of volume, and of rate are used in microlin-

guistics, and Eldred and Price's fourth category, break-up, is related to the

linguistic classification of juncture disruptions. Four listeners judged tape

recordings from various stages of intensive psychotherapy with a single pa-

tient. The same judges noted the linguistic categories and the emotional

changes in the recordings. "Feelings of anger" seemed to be associated with

excess loudness, fastness, and high pitch; while "depression" was associated

with excess softness, slowness, and low pitch. "Anxiety and suppression of

feeling" appeared to result in an increase of break-up. No cross-validation

of these relationships was reported. McQuown (1957) used similar linguistic

categories in a thorough analysis of a recorded sample from one psychiatric in-

terview. He noted linguistic features which characterized the participants,

and he interpreted these in terms of affect and affective communication. No



independent measure of the affective aspects of the interview is reported.

Greenfield (1958) produced conflict in response tendencies in a paired-

associates learning situation. He found that conflict produced significant

dispersions of the formants of speech. Scott (1958) discussed the importance

of vocal noises in psychoanalysis. Scott, like Mahl (1956), is concerned

chiefly with disruptions in speech; his statement that "noise links us as a-

dults to infancy" (p. 111) is reminiscent of Soskin's (1953) emphasis on the

nonverbal aspects of speech in early childhood. Experimental investigation of

developmental changes in production and perception of nonverbal vocal commu-

nication still remains to be done. Diehl, White, and Burk (1959) gave the Tay-

lor Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 1953) to 178 seminary students. The stu-

dents read passages from Matthew 5 aloud, and the authors of the study clas-

sified the voices into normal, hoarse-breathy, harsh, and nasal. Using the test

scores as criteria, the students with hoarse-breathy voices were found to be sigi

nificantly more anxious than those with either normal or harsh voices.

Davitz and Davitz (1959a) gave eight speakers a list of ten feelings, to-

gether with a paragraph describing a situation in which each would be likely

to occur. The speakers were asked to express each feeling by reciting the al-

phabet with an appropriate expression. Thirty listeners tried to identify the

feelings. All feelings were identified more consistently than chance alone

would predict; the most frequently correctly identified ism anger, nervousness,

sadness, and happiness. Accuracy of the judges varied, but all did better

than chance expectancy. There were also differences in the degree to which

recitations by different speakers were correctly identified, but the presenta-
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tions of all the speakers were identified at better than the .01 level of sig-

nificance. Some errors in guessing showed significant consistency. When fear

was mistakenly identified, it was most commonly taken for nervousness; love

was most commonly misidentified as sadness, and pride for satisfaction. In a

second study (Davitz and Davitz, 1959b), the authors selected from pretests two

speakers who were particularly successful at communicating feelings through re.

citing the alphabet. These speakers each used the alphabet to express 50 dif-

ferent feelings. Thirty judges tried to match each recitation with the correct

feeling. Ten judges rated each feeling from the list of 50, checking each

feeling on the list which was similar to it. A similarity score was based on

the number of times a feeling was noted as being similar to any other feeling.

Strength scores were derived from the ratings of 15 judges who scaled each

feeling on a six-point scale, from "very strong" to "very weak." Activity

scores were obtained by having another group of judges rate the feelings on a

scale running from "very active" to "very passive." A third group of judges

provided the data for valence scores by rating the feelings in a scale running

from "very good" to "very bad." Findings were: (1) accuracy of identification

of feelings was correlated -.29 with similarity scores (significant at the .025

level); (2) the degree to which one feeling is mistaken for another is related

to the subjective similarity of the two; (3) for pairs of similar feelings,

the stronger tends to be communicated more accurately; and (4) no significant

relationships appeared involving the activity or the valence scores. The au-

thors noted that "since the relationships found were not high, the greater part

of the variance in accuracy of communication is unaccounted for" (p. 116).
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In a symposium on psychotherapy research (Rubinstein and Parloff, 1959),

Lacey and Shakow drew attention to the importance of voice variables and the

need for further study of them. Lacey pointed to the paper by Malmo et al.

(1957), discussed above, as an example of the subtle changes in voice which

might effect physiology and emotion. Shakow included "vocalization quality"

as one of the classes of communication required to encompass all the important

data from the psychotherapy process. He noted the heavy emphasis on type-

scripts in therapy research and asked, "in the process of objectifying through

part analysis of the data, what...gets lost by considering only the conten-

tual material without the associated vocal qualifiers?" (Shakow, 1959, p. 112).

Pollack, Rubinstein, and Horowitz (1960a, 1960b) had four speakers read

two sentences of neutral content in 16 different "modes," such as pedantry,

boredom, disbelief. Listeners matched the readings with a list of the modes.

Those modes easily confused with a more frequently chosen one were dropped,

and she experiment was repeated with only eight. Listener recognition was

more accurate with the reduced number of modes. The authors had eight short,

neurtral sentences read in various modes under increasing signal/noise ratios.

They found that recognition of the modes held up better under noise than did

recognition of the particular sentences. Mode recognition was also possible

with significant accuracy when the sentences were whispered. Apparently in-

formation other than pitch enters importantly into the recognition process,

since the fundamental frequency of the voice is absent in whispered speech.

The effects of temporal sampling were also explored; some recognition of the

modes was still possible with extremely short samples and with sections of
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the samples removed at periodic intervals.

Dittman and Wynne (1961) took excerpts from recorded psychiatric inter-

views and radio conversations and tried to code them for linguistic and para-

linguistic categories. The linguistic phenomenajuncture, stress, and pitch

showed high inter-coder reliability, but they showed no relationship to the

emotional state of the speaker. The paralinguistic phenomena vocalizations,

voice quality, and voice set could not be reliably coded. The authors feel

that "global judgments of emotionality in speech where cognitive messages are

filtered out electronically... may prove useful in the analysis of interviews

long before the elements which form the basis for those judgments are under-

stood" (p. 204) .

Starkweather (1961) has noted some approaches to duration and other phys-

ical aspects of the speech signals which have not yet been directly used in

voice and emotion studies, but which may offer better ways of quantifying some

of the dimensions of speech which change with changing emotions. Hargreaves

and Starkweather (1961a) present a case study where judges were able to use

certain aspects of speech spectrograph records to identify changes in a pa-

tient's vocal behavior which had been considered significant by her therapist.

The validity of the "machine method" of identifying emotionally significant

vocal changes still rests on the validity of the skilled listener who sets the

criterion dimensions for it, but the authors feel that the method offers a

great saving in effort over having a skilled listener consider separately ev-

ery section of vocal behavior in an interview. Using set aspects of the spec-

trogram also avoids the effects of fatigue and the learning of wrong cues which
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might mar the judgments of the skilled listener alone. The four measures which

the authors used were average intensity, frequency of the highest spectrogram

peak, frequency of the second highest peak, and flatness or the number of

channels (third octave filters were used) which were 2/3 as high as the high-

est peak. But they point out that much more information is present in the

spectrogram, and a different selection of dimensions might have served as well

for finding correlates to emotional changes in the patient. It may be neces-

sary to use different dimensions for different individuals, as Krause (1961)

has found different behavioral measures of vocal behavior to be important for

different subjects in identifying anxiety.

Summary and Conclusions

Common observation and popular opinion set forth the hypothesis that

much more communicative information is carried by speech than is contained

merely in the particular words spoken. Clinical psychologists and psychia-

trists have frequently shown awareness of the importance of these nonverbal,

or nonlexical, aspects of speech. Speech spectrograms, with their harmonic

analysis of sound, offer a potential tool for the scientific quantification

and study of this nonverbal vocal communication. Harmonic analysis could also

provide an objectified record of studies involving grosser behavioral meas-

ures, thus making possible more exact replications and better comparability

of such experiments. For practical purposes, a manageable number of variables

would have to be selected from the large amount of information potentially



present in a speech spectrogram.

Few of the actual studies of the nonverbal aspects of speech have used

acoustical analysis. The grosser measures and impressionistic language of

most studies frequently make the findings ambiguous to interpret and difficult

to compare with each other. As a whole, there is support for the popular no-

tion that one can tell something about a person and his feelings from the

sound of his voice and the manner of his speaking. Positive results have oc-

curred slightly more often in experiments asking for judgments of a person's

changing emotions than in those which asked for judgments of stabler aspects

of his personality. In neither case have results been as clear-cut as popu-

lar, unsophisticated opinion suggests.

The most consistent single finding is that agreement among listeners is

greater than the correlation of their judgments with an independent criterion.

The various studies have generally attributed this to the existence of stereo-

typed vo4ces and vocal mannerisms to which most people give a common interpre-

tation, independent of the correctness of that interpretation. The ratings

have been considered to have greater "reliability" than "validity." What is

it that the judges are reliably judging? Only Pear (1931) gives any evidence

for the origin of the stereotypes. His data suggest that some of them are

due to conventionalized theatrical portrayals, but the source of others is

still open to question, and the origin of the theatrical conventiwis is also

unknown. Examination of the criteria of most studies suggests part of the an-

swer. These validity criteria, such as the Bernreuter Personality Inventory

(Bernreuter, 1931), are often highly imperfect measures themselves of those



traits they are used to validate (McKelvey, 1953; Tyler, 1953). A trait such

as "introversion" might be as validly measured by judgments of voice as by a

test scale, yet each measure could cover different portions of the total var-

iance and thus show no correlation with the other. Better measures of person-

ality and emotion must be used to evaluate the validity of judgments based on

voice and to explain the reliability of those judgments.

There are no reported studies on how nonverbal vocal communication is

learned. Apparently the developmental hypotheses advanced by some psychoana-

lysts (Isakower, 1939; Glauber, 1944) have been ox little heuristic value to

the experimentalists. There is a paucity of studies of voice and psychopa-

thology, which may be due in part to the lack of adequate diagnostic tests and

criteria. Studies of voice and changing emotions have suffered from the lack

of commonly agreed upon and identifiable categories for classifying emotions.

Most of the speech samples used have been laboratory products. The speaker

has read a standard passage into a microphone or has recited numerals or let-

ters in a manner aimed at portraying a given emotion. There is a need for

gathering samples of spontaneous emotional speech and treating it in some man-

ner which separates the verbal and nonverbal elements, so that the communica-

tive value of the latter may be judged. Filtering out the high frequencies

which permit identification of words has been the most successful solution so

far, but much of the nonverbal information is also lost in this process.

Attention has been given to differences among speakers, but individual

differences among listeners have been neglected. Four sources of differences

are:
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(1) Personality variables. In addition to the effect these may have on

the ability to make general personality judgments from voice, the literature

on perceptual defense and need-motivated perception suggests that the listen-

er's motivational-need structure may strongly influence his judgments of par-

ticular characteristics in others.

(2) Developmental variables. Theorizing has suggested that children

may be relatively more sensit:ore than adults to the nonverbal aspects of

speech (Soskin, 1953; Soskin and Kauffman, 1961), but no empirical evidence

has been reported.

(3) Psychophysical variables. How do individual differences in acuity

to the various dimensions of sound affect listeners' perceptions of a speak-

er's personality and emotions?

(4) Cultural-linguistic variables. In what way do the nonverbal cues

in speech vary from one language group to another? It may be that each lan-

guage has not only a lexigraphic vocabulary and grammar, but an equally real,

though uncodified, grammar of emotions in speech.

In 1942 Sanford noted that common experience seems to accept the existence

of connections between voice and personality, and even if "the analytic-exper-

imental approach... reveals no relationship, we should be forced to conclude

that it may be the fault of the approach" (Sanford, 1942, p. 838). Diehl

(1960) feels "it is logical to assume that the vocal mechanism... should be

responsive to all emotional states" (p. 175). The "analytic-experimental ap-

proach" has, by now, verified that a relationship does exist. Many details of

that relationship still remain to be explored.
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The words "person" and "personality" derive from the Latin, personare,

"to sound through" (Oxford English Dictionary, 1933, Vol. VII, p. 724).

Apparently, the word referred to the mouth opening in the mask of an actor.

Eventually the term shifted to mean the actor, himself, and then to mean

any particular individual; but the etymological origin of "personality" is

in the voice of the speaker (Mosos, 1954).

A body of psychological research exists which has attempted to investi-

gate experimentally what indications of personality may be found in the sound

of the voice (Sanford, 1942; Licklider & Miller, 1951; Starkweather, 1961;

Kramer, 1962). Typically, judges have listened to a group of unseen speakers

and attempted to match the voices with a list of personality traits. When

Sanford reviewed such studies in 1942, he felt that only slight relationships

between voice and personality had been experimentally established. Common

experience, however, seemed to verify the connection so strongly that he

concluded, if the experimental approach "reveals no relationship, we would be

forced to conclude that it may be the fault of the approach" (Stanford, 1942,

p. 838). Starkweather, (1961), noting in a recent review the failure of many

studies to demonstrate a relationship between judgments from voice and other

criteria of personality, was left "pessimistic concerning the utility of

assessing such traits from nonverbal stimuli" (p. 65). He made special

reference to the frequent finding that the listener-judges agree better with

one another than they do with external criteria. This finding has generally

been ascribed to the existence of stereotyped voices: voices which convey

a stereotype of some personality trait without having any actual validity
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(Sanford, 1942; Starkweather, 1961). The present paper suggests that this

inter-judge agreement is not without validity, and that the role of seeking

correlations with external criteria has not been fully understood in such

studies.

Of the many studies in this area, only two (Taylor, 1934; Fay & Middleton,

1940) found a tendency for judges to agree more frequently when they were in

actual disagreement with other criteria, and in neither case was this tendency

statistically significant. More typically, studies have found either inter-

judge agreement and only "chance" correlations with the external criteria

(Pear, 1931; Stagner, 1936; Fay & Middleton, 1941, 1942, 1943), or inter-judge

agreement plus significant correlations with other criteria (Pear, 1931;

Allport & Cantril, 1934; Cantril & Allport, 1935; Eisenberg & Zalowitz,

1938; Fay & Middleton, 1940). Even this last group of studies has concluded

that vocal stereotypes exist and are invalid, because the correlations with

external criteria have not been as great as those between judges. Stereotypes

seem to be regarded as necessaely invalid. One study (Allport & Cantril,

1934) even used them to explain away some unexpectedly accurate listener

judgments. What is it, then, that judges are reliably judging? Only the early

study by Pear (1934) gave any evidence concerning the origin of these vocal

stereotypes. His data suggest that some of them are due to conventionalized

theatrical portrayals; but the source of others is wholly untraced, and even

the origin of the theatrical conventions is unknown.

The personality traits being judged in such studies, those traits for

which some voices provide presumably erroneous stereotypes, are not defined

by a set of laboratory operations. They come from common experience or expert

judges' reactions to persons, as do most of our personality trait labels.

Only part of any such personality construct is operationally defined by a

test designed to measure it; part of the trait remains unmeasured (Cronbach
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& Meehl, 1955). The validity criteria, such as the Bernreuter Personality

Inventory (Bernreuter, 1931), which have been most frequently used in voice

and personality studies, are often highly imperfect measures of those traits

that they are used to validate (McKelvey, 1953; Tyler, 1953). A trait such

as "introversion" might be as validly measured by judgments from voice as by

a test scale, yet each method might cover different portions of the total

variance due to the trait and thus show little correlation with each other.

Campbell (1960) has given a description of trait validity which fits this

situation, if the phrase "the judgments from voice" is substituted for the

word, "test":

"...no a priori defining criterion is available as a perfect

measure or defining operation against which to check the fallible

test... (The) independent measure has no status as the criterion

for the trait, nor is it given any higher status for validity than

is the test. Both are regarded as fallible measures, often with

known imperfections, such as halo effects for the ratings and

resp -.e sets for the test. Validation, when it occurs, is sym-

metrical and equalitarian." (pp. 547-548)

Seen within this framework, the listener judgments are as valid a measure of

a trait as are the test scores which have been used for the external criteria.

Any positive correlation between them increases the presumptive validity of

both.

Validity is best established by agreement between different and independent

measurement procedures (Campbell, 1960; Campbell & Fiske, 1959). A single

judge represents a single measurement procedure. If he repeatedly judges a

personality trait as being present in a certain voice, he is--ignoring varia-

tions in conditions over time--merely establishing reliability and not validity.

With several judges, however, each represents a somewhat different measurement
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procedure. The greater the number and heterogeneity of judges, the more

agreement among them may be taken to represent validity, as well as reliability.

Four sources of individual differences among listeners are noted further on

in this paper; they are possible sources of meaningful heterogeneity. In

general, studies such as that by Eisenberg and Zalowitz (1938), where the

li$teners were forty-three students in a psychology class, do not add as

much towards establishing validity as do the judgments which Pear (1931)

collected from over 4,000 radio listeners. In either case, presumptive

validity is, of course, increased by positive correlations with other criteria.

Once it is seen that the presence of so-called "vocal stereotypes" is

not really so empty a finding after all, several problems in the typical

experimental approach to voice and personality do still remain. Although

they are not the chief focus of this paper, two problems which have received

virtually no mention in the literature may be briefly noted here.

First, most of the voice samples used have been monologues. The speakers

have recited or read alone some standard passage. Many of the personality

traits which listeners have tried to judge are ones usually associated with

Interactions between persons; dominance and submission, for example (Eisen-

berg & Zalowitz, 1938). The vocal cues for such traits seem more likely to

appear in dialogue, such as might be gathered through role-playing scenes,

than in monologue recitations and readings. This paper has concentrated on

the relationship between voice and relatively stable personal characteristics,

but consideration of voices interacting might be particularly useful in

studies of how changing emotional states are indicated in the voice.

The second neglected area is also important for studies of changing

emotional states. Various studies on voice have dealt with differences

among speakers, but individual differences among listeners have been ignored.

These differences among listener-judges may, as noted above, be capitalized
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upon to increase the validating power of inter-judge agreement. Four sources

of such difference are (Kramer, 1962):

"(1) Personality variables. In addition to the effect these may have on

the ability to make general personality judgments from voice, the literature

on perceptual defense and need-motivated perception (Atkinson, 1958) suggests

that the listener's motivational-need structure may strongly, influence his

judgments of particular characteristics in others.

"(2) Developmental variables. Theorizing has suggested that children

may be relatively more sensitive than adults to the nonverbal aspects of

speech (Soskin, 1953; Soskin & Kaufman, 1961), but no empirical evidence has

been reported.

"(3) Psychophysical variables. How do individual differences in acuity

to the various dimensions of sound affect listeners' perceptions of a

speaker's personality and emotions?

"(4) Cultural-linguistic variables. In what way do the nonverbal cues

(for personality and emotion) in speech vary from one language group to

another?" (p. 44). Consideration of such differences should help to clarify

the validating role of agreement among judges, as well as add to the general

design of studies on personality and voice.
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Research in Progress

1. Reinforcement of covert vocal responding.

In a previous study from this laboratory, Cross and Lane (1961) conditioned

two concurrent vocal responses to two intensities of a pure tone and then tested

for auditory generalization. Reciprocal generalization gradients, obtained for

the two responses, partitioned the stimulus continuum into two classes. Within

each class, the stimuli were equally effective in controlling response probability.

Response latency was found to be inversely related to the ratio of the response

probabilities at each stimulus intensity. The present study employs essentially

the same experimental paradigm; however, an additional phase is interpolated between

discrimination training and generalization testing. In this phase, the experimental

group is exposed to stimuli adjoining the discriminative stimuli of phase 1 and,

after a pause, the reinforcing stimulus is also presented. The subject is

instructed to say nothing aloud, so that reinforcement is not response contingent.

However, covert responding may be under discriminative control and may be reinforced.

A control group receives the same treatment but is instructed to respond overtly

in phase 2. A comparison of the generalization gradients for the experimental

and control groups should reveal the efficacy, if any, of "differential reinforce-

ment" that is not contingent on overt behavior.

2. On the perception of affect in speech.

Passages designed to portray five different emotions have been recorded by

actors. Each passage contains a 27-word section common to all passages. These

common sections will form the basic stimulus materials for the four parts of the

current research:

a. Listeners are asked to identify the affect of these passages while listening

to normal recordings and to recordings on which high frequencies have been

attenuated. The differences in inter-listener reliability for the two conditions
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are taken as a measure of the amount of affective information which is lost by

low-pass filtering--a process used in several studies of nonverbal affective

communication in speech.

b. Listener ratings of the affect from normal recordings are compared with ratings

from recordings in which the speech intensity is held constant. The difference is

taken as a measure of the contribution of varying intensities to affective communi-

cation in speech.

c. Each listener's identitication of the affective content of the common passage

presented in typescript (prior to listening) is compared with his ratings of the

various recorded samples. As the affective content of the words alone is ambiguous,

it is assumed that their ratings reflect individual differences in attitude or

emotion among the listeners; it is expected that these differences will be reflected

in subject ratings of the recorded samples.

d. The stimulus passages are then recorded by those listeners whose judgments

were most and least typical, and the common excerpts from these presented to a

new group of listeners. It is hypothesized that those who are most typical in

their judgments of affect in the speech of others are the more successful at

producing recognizable affect in their own speech.

3. Control of auditory attention.

The effect of schedules of reinforcement on selective auditory attention

is examined by controlling an overt correlate of attention. In this respect

the research parallels that of J. G. Holland on the control of visual observing

behavior. However, the experimental paradigm is extended to the concurrent

responding situation, as it is desired to examine the effects of competing

contingencies of reinforcement on incompatible responses.

The subject is provided with a dichotic binaural headset and two

manipulanda, one controlling each earphone. Depression of either button



connects the corresponding earphone to an audio source for two seconds. In

an initial study, random numbers are recorded on each track of a two-channel tape

recording. The reinforcing stimulus (a selected number that S is instructed

to report) is interpolated in each series at four-minute intervals. Two

concurrent four-minute fixed interval schedules, with limited hold, are there-

fore in effect. The dependent variables are the time distributions of

responding on each button and switching between buttons. A major experimental

parameter is the "phase angle" of the two FI schedules, that is, the relative

spacing of the reinforcers.

In order to obtain data on S'3 covert responding while attending to one

source, and to preclude counting as a means of "timing" the fixed interval,

a probe technique is employed. At a selected moment during certain of the

fixed intervals, a Ugh,: flash is presented and S then reports as many of

the preceding train of numbers as he can. Per cent recall while monitoring

one source may be a function of the location of the probe during the fixed

interval.

4. Some properties of covert chaining in learning to identify stimuli.

The behavior of "identifying" each of a set of stimuli involves (1)

stimulus discrimination, (2) response differentiation, (3) the coordination

of the first two repertories. Keller and Schoenfeld (1950) have described

the development of the coordination of the two repertories in code-receiving,

which may serve as a model for many "language skills": (the description assumes

that the student has previously learned to discriminate the temporal properties

of auditory signals and that the necessary responses were differentiated when

he learned to write his language)

"In the first stage of code receiving, the signal occasions various



responses, sometimes overt, which serve in turn as stimuli for the

copying response that ends the sequence. Later, these intervening

responses become covert, although still present as members of the

chain. Finally, they are eliminated entirely, and the observed

decrease in latency is thereby made possible." (p. 218)

The present study examines some properties of the vanishing intervening

behavior in learning to identify auditory stimuli. The stimulus set consists

of one-second trains of pulses, varying in repetition rate from 6 to 18 pps.

The response set consists of estimates of the number of pulses in a train.

Correct identifications are reinforced with points. Correct and incorrect

responses and their latencies are recorded. Early in training, stimuli with

lower pps values evoke counting prior to identification; of course, stimuli

with high pps values do not. Thus, the conditioning of stimulus identifica-

tion with and without intervening chaining may be examined under conditions

that are comparable in other respects. Response latency is related to the

time course of acquisition under both conditions, and intervening stimulus

values are employed to measure stimulus generalization. Various training

and testing procedures are under study.

5. The perception of affect in a foreign language as a function of second-

language sophistication.

In a review of the experimental literature on the judgment of personal

characteristics and emotions from the nonverbal properties of speech, Kramer

(1962) comments: "As a whole, there is support for the popular notion that

one can tell something about a person and his feelings from the sound of

his voice and the manner of his speaking." It is interesting to inquire
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whether there are cross-linguistic invariances in the encoding of affect

in speech and whether formal instruction in a second language enhances

perception of the nonverbal cues to affect in that language. In an initial

study, passages that appear neutral in content have been exccrpted from

Japanese psychotherapy recordings. This neutrality is validated by affect

ratings of transcriptions of the passages. A subset of the recordings is

then presented to native Japanese for affect rating. Prior research indicates

that appreciable inter-judge agreement may be anticipated (Kramer, 1961).

These native stereotypes serve as criteria for estimating the amount of adven-

titious learning to discriminate affect cues that is associated with various

amounts of instruction in Japanese. Invariance in the affect code, in this

case across language families, is estimated from a comparison of affect

ratings by Americans with no training in Japanese and the criterion stereotypes.
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